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Cooperative Extension Service 
Southeast Extension 
& Research Center 
201 Miller Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0714 
402-472-3674 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
November 1, 1982 
Dear Friends, 
We are happy to present the Annual Report of 
Cooperative Extension Service, Agricultural Research, unJ 
Nebrask9 Forest Service programs conducted by the st~ff 
during 1982 in southeastsrn Nebraska. The report represents 
an overview of the programs in the three araaS ~nd not d 
detailed description of each and every program carried out 
here at the Center and in the individual counties of 
southeast Nebrask8. 
The Southeast Extension and Research Center is 
located in Miller Hall on the East Campus of the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln. The Center serves a twenty-three 
county area of southeast Nebraska, stretching from Albion to 
Falls City and Tekamah to Fairbury. 
The research portion of our program 
limited as the major agricultural research for 
Nebraska is carried out on the campus or at the 
of Nebraska Field Laboratory located near Mead. 
is vt~ry 
southeast 
University 
The scientists, foresters, extension agents and 
extension specialists are all members of the faculty of the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL). Thd extension agents 
serve as your direct link with the resources of the UNL 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resourc~s. Through 
your local agent, you can obtain results of research ~nd 
other informRtion in 8griculture, home economics and rdl'l~eJ 
subjects. 
We are very pleased with efforts of our faculty 
and look forward to even more effective programs in all 
areas in the future. I hope you will find these highligh~~ 
of some of our programs interasting and informa~ive. If you 
have any questions or would like more information about ~ny 
program, please contact me. 
;;;;;xh-
Loya L. Young 
District Director 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN, COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln The University of Nebraska Medical Center The Univer,sity of Nebraska at Omaha 
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District Director's Report 
1982 was a year of challenges for all the various members of 
our unit including the researcher, the extension worker, the 
forester, and all the support staff. Our program ~ear started on 
October 1, 1981 and ended on Sept~mber 30, 1982. 
From the agriculture standpoint, it has been a difficult 
year. The fall of 1981 WgS not favorable to the agricultural 
producer. R~in, freezing temperatures and even light snow was 
prevalent in October, 1981. Throughout the winter of 91-82, it 
was cold and snow was on the ground most of the wint9r. 
It was not uncommon for counties in the spring of 1982 to 
receive five inches or more of rainfall during a week. Parts of 
the district received nearly 15 inches of rain in !~£ days. This 
abundance of rainfall caused considerable crop loss not only from 
the watsr, but from the hail received around the district. 
The extremely wet weath~r of May, when most of the winter 
wheat was flowering, caused many problems. A disease known as 
"head scab" attacked much of the wheat so~th of the Platte Riv~r. 
This was the first time in 31 years that this disease was a 
problem. Vomitoxins caused by the scab disease were found on the 
grain and straw which reduced their value. The disease changed a 
good prospective wheat crop in May to a very poor crop by harvest 
time. ~any of the yields were reduced and test weights were 
poor. The wheat straw was questionable for use even as bedding 
for livestock. This fall many farmers were searching for good 
seed wheat ~s the germination on some of the 1982 crop wheat was 
poor. 
Farmers were pleasantly surprised by the yields and maturity 
of the fall harvested crops. By mid-August it did not appear 
that many of our fall crops would ~ature before the first killing 
frost. However, the frost was delayed and a good harvest is 
expected. 
The economic situation has not been favorable for any of our 
clientele in southeast Nebraska. Poor grain and livestock prices 
with increased operational costs have faced our farmer client~le, 
while our non-farmer clientele were plagued with questionabla job 
security and incraasad living costs. A general economic 
recession greeted everyone. All of these challenges identified 
very clearly. the work that needed to be done by our staff to 
help people where we had tha expertise. 
During the year, members of our faculty took various steps 
to increase their profession31 growth. Shirley Niemeyer (Sarpy 
County) completed her Master of Science degree at Iowa State 
University and returned to her Extension Agent position. Shaila 
Johnson (Platte County) was granted leave of absence from the 
University and the county so that she could complete her masters 
degree nt the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in the spring of 
1983. Debra Kabes (Richardson-Pawnee) will begin her leaVe of 
~bsence in JanuBry, 1933 to work on her masters degree ot Kansas 
State University. She will return to her position upon comple-
tion of her degree. Gary Bredensteiner (Farm Business 
Association) completed his Master of Science degree at the 
University of N~braska-Lincoln. 
Nine faculty of our unit were grant~d ac~demic promotions 
or were granted tenure by the Board of Regents. The academic 
promotions are effective July 1, 1982. Those granted promotion 
or tenure are as follows: 
- Douglas Duey (Southeast Extension and Research Center) to 
Professor of Agricultural Economics 
- Russell Lang (Dodge County) to Extensicin Agriculturist 
(Equivalent to full Professor) 
Dennis Kahl (Colfax County) to Associate Extension 
Agriculturist (Equivalent to Associat8 Professor) 
Kay McKinzie (Gage County) to Associate Extension Home 
Economist (Equivslent to Associate Professor) 
Bruce Webster (Southeast Extension and Research Center) to 
Assistant Forester (Equivalent to Assistant Professor) 
- John Wilson (Burt County) to Assistant Extension 
Agriculturist (Equivalent to Assistant.Professor) 
'- Sheila Johnson (Platte County) to Assistant Extension Home 
Economist (Equivalent to Assistant 'Professor) 
- Tom Leisy (Southeast Extension & Research Center) , 
Professor of Cooperative Extension, was granted a 
continuous appointment (tenure) effective July 1, 1983 
- William Zollinger (Southeast Ext_nsion and Research 
Center), Associate Professor of Animal Science was 
granted a continuous appointment (tenure) effective 
July 1, 1983. 
The capabilities of the faculty continue to be recognized by 
the many awatds bestowed upon them during the past year. Ue 
commend them for their professional achieV3ments. I hope I will 
not miss any of the awards they received. A partial list of th~ 
aw~rds. thAt I am aware of are: 
Linda Buetha 
Service 
(Nemah3-Johnson 
Award from the 
Extension 4-H Agents 
Counti~s) , 
National 
Distinguished 
Assodiation of 
James Novotny (Dodge County), First recipient of th! 
Distinguished Extension Agent Service Award by the 
Nebras~3 Coop!ratlve Extension Service 
James Novotny (Dodge County), Livestock Service Award, 
W~lnut Grove Products, Atlantic, Iowa 
Robert Voboril (Platte County), Distinguished Service Award 
from the National Association of Extension 4-H Agents 
Th~ Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center was officially dedicated on 
S~turday, May 15, 1982. This project began in the l~te 1950's 
with the aarly planning. The Center, which will serve .the 4-H 
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members from Extension District V, is 
org:;J!'lizations for educational programs. 
is vRlu~d At more than $1.5 million. 
a v;. i 1 a b 1 e tog r 0 ups iJ Jl d 
Tl'H:; t.otal physical plallt. 
The extpnsion Btlff at the county level are beginning vha 
s~c()nd five-year cycle of our program revi'~\.ss. Johnson, Otoe, 
Richardson, and Pawn8e will complete their revi8W this year. 
Ga~e, Butler, Lancast~r and Polk will complete their reviews 
~luring 198"). 
Jim E~~l. Extension Agent in Saling County, ~ovaJ on d 
temporary basis on July 1, 1932, from his agent position to 
Extension Microcomputer Speci~list for one ye~r. During his 
temporary appointment, ~e will be coordinating an extension 
~iarooomputer ertucational program for produution Agriculture, 
ho~e economics and the 4-H ~ommunity. During his leave of 
'lb::H~nce from S3l1ne County, R8ndy Pryof h3s been appoint~d 
t~mporary Ext~nsion Ag~nt-Agriculturc. 
The research efforts of aUf faculty with research ~ppoint­
ments is progressing under limited state funding. Bo~h 
researchers ar~ to be commanded on the outside financial support 
that they h~ve obtained. 
In our forestry progr8m, we made two significant stdff 
changes. Dave Mooter, stationed in Omaha, Dnd Bruce Webs~er. 
~tation~J in Lincoln, had confined their efforts in urb~n 
forestry to those cities. Aft~r consulting with the foresters of 
our unit and Dr. Gary Hergenrader, Head of ~ha Department of 
Forestry, Fisheries and Wildlife, we expanded the program respon-
sibilities of the urban foresters to the entire district. Mr. 
Mooter covers the towns in the north half of the district, while 
Mr. W~bst~r covers the south half. Mr. Webster's office WdS 
moved from the Lancaster office to Miller Hsll on tho East Cd~pUS 
of 1~h(~ University of N"~braska-Lincoln. 
Tn the following pages you ~ill find brief reporLs 
progr~ms of our staff in extension, r~s~~rch, and forestry. 
you ~ave ~ny qu~stions About ~ny of the programs reported or 
progr~rns not reported, please contact the appropriate faculty 
my office. 
of 
If 
on 
or 
I ~m very proud of all the staff of our unit. They 
con~~ientious and dedicated individuals, who ~ork as 
effective t-=r:lm . 
3re very 
a very 
3 
As I closed my report last ye~r, I indicated that we fac~d. 
some financial challenges. The picture has not changed as the 
financial constrains have tightened eVen more. We are 
approaching a financial situation whereby we are compelled to 
make some adjustments in staff and program. These will be very 
hard and difficult decisions to make. 
/ 
Loyd L. Young 
District Director 
Southeast Extension & Rasaarch Center, 
Extension District V 
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SOUTHEAST EXTENSION AND RESEARCH CENTER 
PROFESSIO~~L STAFF 
Young, Loyd L. 
Birnstihl, Elizabeth A. 
Adams, Dennis A. 
Ahlschwede, William T. 
Bredensteiner, Gary L. 
l)u~~y, Douglas D. 
Gustafson, William A. Jr. 
Bay, DeLynn R. 
Jones, r1ike L. 
Leisy, Tom D. 
Leonard, Wanda ~. 
Lodes, Richard J. 
Hooter, David P. 
Naber, Keith 
Penas, Edwin J. 
Webster, Bruce L. 
Zollinger, Willi~m A. 
District Director* 
District Suprvisor 
Extension Forester 
Extension Suil1e Specialist (.25 FTE) 
Extension Farm Business Consultant 
(.50 FTE) 
Ext ens ion E con 0 m i s t - F '1 r In ;'1 a nag em e n t 
ExtGnsion Horticulturist* 
Extensiori Irrigation Specialist 
(.40FTE) 
Extension Farm Business Consultant 
(Stationed at Washington County 
Office) 
Extension 4-H Youth Specialist 
Extension Community Resource 
Development Specialist 
NRD Forester 
Urban Community Forester 
(Stationed at Douglas County Office) 
Extension Farm Business Consultant-
Corporations & Partnerships 
Extension Soils Specialist* 
Urban Community Forester 
Extension Livestock Specialist 
*Joint Research and Extension Appointment 
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COUNTY 
Boone/Nance 
Burt 
Butler 
Cass 
Col fax 
Dodge 
Douglas 
Gage 
Johnson 
-
EXTENSION DISTRICT V COUNTY STAFF 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
NAME 
Phil Johnson* 
Anita Hall 
John ~Hlson* 
Janet Shamburg** 
Becky Versch** 
Delmar Lang,e* 
Dianne Zeilinger** 
Judy Fruhbauer** 
Duanle Kantor** 
Connie Ahlman* 
John Miyoshi 
Dennis Kahl* 
Judy Fruhbauer** 
Dianne Zeilinger** 
Duane K3ntor** 
Jim Novot.ny* 
Russ Lang 
Jody Jurging 
Eunice Beran** 
Bill Cartee* 
Dotti Callahan 
Charlotte Kern 
~1ary Kudlaoek 
John Lindsey 
Betty Haier 
~4ar y Ro ss 
Vern 't/aldren 
Paul Hay* 
L~rry Germer 
Kay Mckinzie 
Alice Henneman** 
Bob Stritzke* 
Barbara Lake** 
Vi Damkroger** 
Marilee Karlberg** 
Jim Carson* 
Lind!3 Buethe** 
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SUBJECT AREA 
----- ----
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics (.6 FTE) 
Home Economics (.6 FTE) 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Home Economics 
Agronomy 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Horne Economics 
Home Economics 
Agronomy 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Ho:ne Economics 
Expanded Nutrition (.6 FTE: 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Expanded Nutrition 
Home Economics 
Youth 
Home Economies 
Horticulture 
Agricul tur~ 
Agricult~ure 
Agriculture 
Hom e Eo onomi·;; 5 
Expanded Nutrition 
Agriculture 
Home Economics (.6 FTE) 
Horne Economics 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
If 
L'3nc8st~~r 
(, 
I[ 
I Nemah;;J 
,: Otoe 
Pawn<:le 
-
Platte 
_: 
, 
Polk 
I: 
II 
Richard so:') 
Saline 
•• 
I Sarpy 
,: 
, 
$::nmders 
,. 
S~ward 
• 
• [I 
[I 
Don Miller* 
Allen Boettcher 
Don Janssen 
Alic9 Henneman** 
Leon Wissmann 
Twyla Lidolph 
Esther Wyant 
Warder Shires* 
Linda Buethe** 
Gary Garey* 
Judy Schwab 
Duane D:."llluge* 
Deb Kabes** 
Bob Voboril* 
Eunico. BcrFln** 
Sheila Johnson 
Duane Kantor** 
.Jl'lne ~1unson 
Don Sigler* 
Judy Fruhbauer** 
Di8nne Zeilinger** 
Duan~ T(antor** 
G~rald Hopp* 
Deb Kabes** 
Jim Emal* 
Vi Damkroger** 
Barbara Lake** 
Marilee Karlberg** 
Dennis Bejot* 
Sue Bush 
Monte Stauffer 
Pat t-lollenhaupt 
Bob Woolman 
Shirley Niemeyer 
Gtlyle Hattan* 
Keith Glewen 
Sharon Skipton 
t-1arvin Sefrna* 
Marilee Karlberg** 
Barbar8 L'11c~** 
Vi Damkroger** 
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Youth 
Agriculture 
Horticulture 
Expanded Nutrition 
Agriculture 
Ho;ne Economics 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Expanded Nutrition (.6 FTE) 
Ho'ne Economics 
Agronomy 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Home Economics 
Agronomy 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Home Economics (.6 FTE) 
Home Economics 
Youth 
Home E-Jonomics 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
(10-81 through 5-82) 
Horticulture 
Home Economics (6-82-Prescnt) 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Agricultur~ 
Hom·:: Econo~i c s 
Homa Economics (.6 FTE) 
Horne Economics 
Washington Jim Peterson* 
Becl(y V·arsch** 
Janet Shamburg** 
*Indicates designated Agent Chairman 
**Serves multipla counties 
g 
Agriculture 
Home Economics (.6 FTE) 
Home' Economics (.6 FTE) 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSIO~ SERVICE 
PROGRA~S 
IN AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
All Extension work planned or performed that deals with 
agriculture, forest production processing and marketing, 
fisheries, wildlife, natural resources, conservation and 
related environmental improvement is grouped in the 
Agriculture and Natural Resources area of emphasis. 
The Cooperative Extension Service provides information 
and aducational programs to aU people without regard 
to race, color, national origin, sex Or handicap. 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Agricultural and N~tural Resources 
Success Stories - County Level 
Pork Producers Associ~!ion Formed (Boone-Nance Counties) 
Over 80,000 head of swine are raised in the Boone and Nance 
County area. The swine producers represent a good percenta3e of 
the farmers and for the most part, are good managers and opera-
tors. However, with the immense A~ount of information generated 
by the swine industry, the producers could still benefit from the 
formation of an organization to bring them together for 
education~l and promotional purposes. The Cooperative Extension 
Service in Boone and Nance Counties saw the establishment of a 
pork producers association a~ an effective way to reach the 
producers and challenge them to greater activity of behalf of 
their product. 
An informational meeting was held in each county featuring 
as speaker, Terry Schrick, from the- Nebra.ska Pork Producers' 
Association. Terry explained the objectives of the association 
and how a local group can become a part of the state 
organization. As interest began to develop, our office invited 
other interested persons to meetings. From those in Bttendance, 
a nucleus of potential m~mbers was established. 
The final step w~s t~ken following a mesting with Kermit 
Bohling, State President, who outlined his operation and shared 
his feelings about membership in the 8ssociation. From those in 
attendance, a board of directors was elected and the Boone-Nance 
Pork Producers Association bec~me a reality. 
The basic purposes of the group are to promote the 
production and consumption of quality pork along with better 
breeding, growth Bnd marketing. The association wants to provide 
educational opportunities for producers in ~ll phases of the 
industry and work in the best interests of each producer. 
During the summer, the association supported the swine 
carcass contest at each county fair by donating the trophy for 
the champion carcass. A family picnic was also held and new 
members were encouraged to attend. During the fall and winter, 
educational programming will feature extension specialists 
talking on a variety of topics and other activities to promote 
pork. 
With the help of the Cooperative Extension Service, 
producers have a chance to become an active organization 
will not only benefit from the promotion of their product, 
pork 
that 
but 
from the educational aspect as well. This will result in a 
better informed and more productive group of swine producers. 
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Cooperative Extension Service 
Agricultural and Natural Resources 
Success Stori~s - County Level 
Evan accidents can be turned into positive learning situa-
tions if handled properly. That was the case in June 1932 when 
John Wilson, Extension Agent-Agriculture, learned that he and 
five other Burt county residents had been exposed to a rabid dog. 
Wilson decided that rather than ignore and forget the situation, 
he would take this opportunity to use his firsthand experience in 
informing other people how to protect themselves from rabies. 
The 
prepared 
clinic. 
an1-11a1s, 
spread of 
local paper gave 'tlilson front page covera6e as he 
releases on the incident and a follow-up vaccination 
Wilson also explained the disease, its symptoms in 
and the importance of vaccinating pets to prevent the 
the diseas9 to hu~ans. 
over 
pets 
th~n 
The vaccination clinic was success~ul as they vaccinated 
50 cats and dogs that evening. Within three weeks about 150 
had veen vaccinated and now, four months later, they've more 
doubled that number. 
The Maple Creek Model Implementation Project, better known 
as the HIP, was a federal pilot project set up in 1978 for the 
purpose of making a concentrated effort to encourage soil 
conservation on farmland within ~ 33,000 acre area in Colfax, 
Stanton and Platte Counties. This project became a cooperative 
effort between several USDA agencies and the Natural Resources 
District. The incentive w~s ~ go percent cost-share rate on 311 
"Best Manag~~nnt Practices" a farmer applied. 
Planning for the special project was done by a special 
coordinating committee including District Soil Conservationists, 
Natural Resource District assistant manager, county ASCS 
director, farmers on the county ASCS committees, and extension 
9gents. This committee met at least twice a year to develop 
plans and identify needs in order to publicize the program. 
The general objective of the MIP educational program was to 
stimulate changes in attitude ~nd behavior of the residents of 
the MRple Creek Watershed that will result in the acceptance and 
i ((j Dle!n en tat ion 0 f II B f'! S t t·, 3 n a ~ '~In e n t P rae tic e s " tor::l due e e r 0 S ion 
3nd significAntly i~prova water quality. 
March, 1978 - Explanation W3S gi~en of some of "Best Manage-
ment Practices" as terraces, waterways, conserv~tion till~gc. 
1 1 
L. 
Cooperativp. Extension Service 
Agricultural and Natural Resources 
Success Stories - County Level 
dams. Seventy-five people attended. As a result of this meeting 
and newsletters, ten small dams, ten acres of waterways, 45,000 
feet of terraces were signed up for. Conservation tillage was 
used on 908 acres in Colfax County MIP. 
February, 1979 - The first meeting was on the rest of the 
best management practices including sediment retention basins, 
windbrenk anj conservation tillage. One hundred-ten people 
attended this meeting in Leigh. As 8 result, another meeting was 
set up in February to further cover the topic of conservation 
tillage. As a result, 2,316 acres were cost-shared for conserva-
tion tillage in 1979. This 1mounted to over $3,400 in energy 
savings for those farmers trying it, plus ths savings in soil 
erosion. 
January, 1930 - As things progressed and energy prices sky-
rocketed to nearly $1.00 per gallon fof diesel fuel, more and 
more questions were asked about conservation tillAge. 1n JHnu~ry 
3n energy meeting W3S held in Clarkson with one of the major 
graas of emphasis being conservation tillage for fuel efficiency 
presented by Elbert Dickey. Extension Ag Engineer. Also a new 
slide set, "Water Quality - Whose Responsibility" was shown for 
the first time. The two programs evidently got more people 
thinking about soil and energy conservation as more sign-ups for 
conservation work came about. In 1980 twenty percent of the 
acres in the MIP were under conservation tillage. 
Tours 
May, 1980 - The first tillage twilight tour waS h~ld in the 
MIP to look 8t four different tillage techniques on four 
differ~nt farms. Seventy-fiv9 farmers went on the spring tour. 
~ore reduced tillage equipment was bougtlt fro~ local implement 
dealers. 
July, 1981 - A crop-tillage twilight tour W3S Ileld to visit 
four diff9rent farms in Platte and Colfax Counties. Sixty-five 
attended. W0erl control, push-up terraces and tillage comparison 
on a University rese~rch plot w~re stops on the tour. 
Two Land Evaluation Contests were conducted for youth in tIle 
MIP 8reA. The first year, 114 youth participated with three 
teams from the MIP area cOlnpeting in the state contest. In 1981 
sixty-four youth participated with two teams frOln the HIP area 
representing the counties at the state contest. These contests 
were in addition to the area contests sponsored by the NRD's. 
There were several ~ore slnall programs included, however, 
the results of the project were thHt 33 percent of the acres were 
treated with some type of conservation practic~s and all of the 
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Cooperative Extension Service 
Agricultural nnd Natural Resources 
Success Stories - County Level 
Allotted federAl funds have been committed for the ~rea. Now 
fnrmers are more aware of conservation, AS this is common talk in 
coffee shops and other meetings. 
Extension Agents Russ Lang and Jim Novotny set hiZh goals in 
1982 to have farmers use higher yielding soybean varieties as 
wAll as new production techniques such as narrow rows, new herbi-
cides and new harvesting equipment. 
The results of their efforts were: 
1. Five issues ofa soybean newsletter were sent to 200 
selp.cted farmers in the county. In a survey of 
newsletter readers, 66 repli~s indicated that all but 
two w3nted to receive the newsletter. Twenty-two 
readers considered the newsletter "very useful" and 43 
respondents rated it "useful." These farmers indicated 
that since receiving the newsletter they had put into 
practice 109 of the practices advocated in the 
newslett~r. Thirty-one indicated they were using neW 
varieties. Twenty-five were using new herbicides, five 
were using narrow row systems of planting beans and 
eleven farmers reported using new harvesting 
techniques. In addition 15 indicated that they were 
using varieties with tolerance to "Platte Valley 
Yellows." On this basis it can safely be stated that 
the above objectives of 50 percent of farmers using new 
varieties, 25 percent using new technology ~nd 90 
percent using "Platte Valley Yellows" tolerant 
varieties were approached if not exceeded. 
~. One hundred thirty varieties of soybeans were tested in 
198'· through the out-st~te t~sting progrdffi unjer the 
program directed by Gus Drier. This trial was located 
on the Virgil Wagner farm. In 1982 t~e same program was 
repeated on the Willis Bopp farm with over 160 varieties 
in the trial. A field day was held at the Virgil Wagner 
farm in the fall of 1981. The results of the 1981 tri~l 
were publi~hed in the out-state testing circular on 
soybean vnrieties. (EC 81-104) 
3. Thirty-four varieties were tested in two locations in 
1981 for tolerance to the soil condition known as 
"Platte Valley Yellows." These trials were repeated in 
1982 ~t the same locations in the county using 40 
varieties. This work was carried out in cooperation 
with Dr. Ed Penas .. 
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4. Each year, 1981 and 1982, eight to ten materials were 
5 • 
tested at the two locations of severe iron chlorosis in 
soybeans. These soil admendments were added to help the 
soybean plants overcome the adverse conditions which 
created the chlorotic soybeans. Dr. Richard Wiese 
conduct3d these trials. Some assistance was given from 
the local extension office. Field days were held at the 
trial locations in order to interpret the results at1 
mid-season. Several of the m~terials tested did give ~ 
signifiacnt improvement in overcoming the chlorotic I 
problems. ~ 
During the year, six radio programs were aired on the 
local radio station on specific soybean problems. 
6. Four news releases on specific soybean problems were 
made during the year. In addition several news releases 
were made of a general crop nature where soybean 
information was included. 
7 . From April 1 to September 1 a weekly feature in the 
local newspaper (circulation 11,600) reported crop 
progress and soybean development. Planting dates, 
irrigation timing, rainfall amounts over the county, 
insect problems and disease outbreaks were discussed. 
8. A soybean production workshop was held in Fremont with 
80 farmers and dealers in attendance. This meeting was 
planned and carried out in cooperation with the Nebraska 
Soybean Association. Topics included narrow row 
technology, weed control, planting and harvesting dates, 
storage of soybeans and minimum tillage systems for 
soybean production. Three specialists from UN-L and 
three extension ngents presented the information on the 
pro~ram. 
9. Countywide average yield was 37.7 bushels per acre 
(preliminary) in 1981 according to Nebraska Agricultural 
Statistics. The 1980 and 1981 average is now 32.2 
bushels per acre compared to 31.7 bushels per acre for 
the 1975-1979 period. This average will be compared 
for a five year period. 
~~st~£ Ga£de~ Program (Douglas County) 
An overwhelming task facing a horticultural extension agent 
is handling the tremendous number of telephone calls from the 
public. In Douglas County we think we've got a pretty workable 
solution. 
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Every winter n group of volunteRrs attends a series of 
training sessions called the rlnster Gardener program. After 
completing it, each volunteer donates 58 hours Juring the year to 
the h 0 r tic u 1 t u rep r 0 g ram • ~l 0 s t 0 f the sea red 0 nat e din the 
spring and summer when the Master Gardeners help the Extension 
staff nnswer telephone and walk-in questions. 
These volunteers make it possible to reach a bigger 
audience. The average number of calls is 25 persons daily. so 
approximately 125 people are helped each week. As many as 2000 
calls and visits per month can be handled this way. 
How do we reach potential Master Gardeners? Word of mouth 
is a big recruiti~g tool. Many current participants are members 
of garden clubs and they encourage other members to volunteer. 
Some candidates come to us after consulting with the staff or a 
current volunteer. Television, newspapers, radio, and 
newsletters also provide contact with potential volunteers. 
Each Janu~ry the ~xtension agent for horticultur~ 
interviews applicants. Those selected attend eight weekly 
training meetings. Sessions are each about four hours long. 
Extension agents and specialists, as well as personnel from the 
Nebraska Forest Service teach the course. Current Master 
Gardeners may attend any sessions, and we are preparing an 
advanced course for them. 
The volunteers' education doesn't stop with the formal 
training course. Throughout the year they are updated by 
information packets, bulletins, extension programs, conferences 
and field days. 
The Master Gardeners use 'vacant' staff telephones, but do 
have headquarters in the extension office's diAgnostic 
laborqtory. 
Although office assistance has been the volunteers' main 
function, they do other things too. Some help prepare informa-
tion and registration packets for programs and clinics, some give 
programs to community groups, others work in 4-H horticulture and 
at the county fair. We're considering having them man shopping 
mall inform~tion booths and serve as field agents. 
A recognition banquet for the volunteers is part 
program. Certificates of appreciAtion are awarded, 3nd 
pants (both staff and volunteer) can make suggestions 
next year's program~ 
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Although our program isn't large (about 30 curr9ntly aativ~ 
volunteers), we think it's a good solution to the probl~m of the 
ever-ringing t~l~phona. The volunteers' commitment, ;lS to/ell OIS 
our personal and educational support for theM has made it a 
success. 
Many irrigators could SDve 500 to 1000 dollars or mora p3r 
weI 1 d uri n g the i r rig a t ion s ~ d son :1 n d s til 1 p 'J 1TI P r. h 'e sam a <:i 10 0 U n 1:. 
o f wa t e r • T his N a s d c'n 0 11 S t rat {~ d toll r. -" Soy b a an, " alb c <;1 
soybean seed producer, during a recent pumping plant affici3l1cy ~ 
test performed by Mark Schroeder irr the East PI~tte Ar~a. Mark-
is p~rt of the pump test team with the University of Nebrask~. i 
TANR. Pumping plant efficiency testing equipffiant can now be I~ 
lOAned through the Coop~r~tive Extension Service offic8s, and 41% loc~l irrigators can check their own pumping plants. '1 ' 
During ~his pumping plant demonstration the wall was found 
to be performing nt only 72 percent of the Nebraska pumping plant 
perforMance criteria. A minor adjustment of the bowl setting 
improved the efficiAncy to 34 p9rc9nt, saving 0.6 gallon of fuel 
per hour. Additional adjustments to the carburetor of this 
prop3ne unit improved the efficiency to 9~ percent and reduced 
fuel consumption an addtional 0.9 gallons par hour. These 
adjustments will save-the irrigator $510 per year, irrigating 120 
Bcres and applying 12 inches of irrigation .water during the yaar. 
Efficiency could be further improv~j and additional savings would 
be observed if the 105 horsepower unit was repl~c3d with a 
recom~ended unit of 60 horsepower. Sound fantastic!! Ovo~ 200 
f3rmers 3ttending the crops tour and dernonstr.Jt.ion Hondercd 1101-1 
many dollArs they were losing during a pumping SODson due to poor 
performance of their pumping plants. Irrigators oper3ting five, 
six, or a dozen walls certainly are losing Q "bundle." 
Yes, other wells checked in the Dre~ have indicu~ed 
performance ranging from 50 percent to over 100 percent. So~e of 
the wells in the area have been pumping for mRny yG~rs and 
irrigation equipment has been altered in many cases over tha I 
years, resulting in some poor performing units. Irrigators need 
no longer accept this kind of performance since they Cdn do their 
own pumping plant efficiency test with !quipment available 
through the Cooperative Extension Service and those that would 
prefer can hire a professional consultant. 
These demonstration tests certainly have' made irrisators 
aware of large dollar sRvings by merely improving the efficiency 
of every pumping plant they operate. 
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1982 Farm Crisis (Gage County) 
The 1982 year has carried our farm clientp.le into 
enlarging dead furrow. Low crop and livestock prices 
with two 60 percent wheat crops, higher production costs 
interest rates have been underMining farm projects. 
an ever 
coupled 
and high 
The average farm involved with the Southeast Nebraska Farm 
Business Association in 1981 showed an Operator Return to 
Management of $43,018 and an Operator Net Income of $2.829. Gage 
County currently has 25 of their better than average farm 
managers enrolled in this recordkeeping association in Gage 
County. The picture for 1982 looks as though it will be worse 
than 1931. 
How can a story like this be a success story? Paul Hay, 
Extension Agent-Agriculture. doesn't have' the faintest idea! Hay 
is very optimistic about the future of farming and the 
agriculture sector for those who survive. He believes that is 
what their story is about, trying to help farmers survive. 
Their economic survival programs for 1982 have included farm 
recordkeeping and analysis programs, farm production cost 
analysis, farm marketing programs, and readjustment of farm le~se 
arrangements. 
Gage County far~ers are only going to be profitable in the 
future with a good historical record of their operation, close 
analysis and careful management decisions, coupled with sound 
production management. The Southeast Nebraska Farm Business 
Association offers farmers an excellent record keeping system, 
comparBtive analysis with other farmers, individual enterprise 
analysis, and private ~onsultant services for record an~lysis 
and tax prep~ration. Our goal was to increase our membership by 
five in the association in 1982. We actually grew by about 7 to 
25 currently enrolled. We now heve a halftime consultant based 
in our office to serve 48 members in the nine county areu south 
of Lincoln. Our local banks have joined us in promoting the 
program because they are seeing the need for the type of quality 
records that the Farm Business Association can offer. 
We have worked closely with financial interests including 
banks. Production Credit, Federal Land Bank and Farmers Home 
Administration during 1982 on production cost information. We 
have also worked privately with numerous farmers on production 
cost factors including seven detailed AGNET reviews. We carried 
this information in detail to one meeting of over 100 farmers. 
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We scheduled and conducted two marketing ~eetings in March~ 
1932. One focused on Crop Marketing and featured Drs. Lynn 
Lutgen and Roy Fredrick. Extf'.lnsion Ag Economists from the 
llnlversity of Nebraska-Lincoln. We conducted this program in 
connection with neBtrice National Bank and 65 farmers attended 
the day lon~ program. 
Our secon1 session was an Advanced Farm Forum conducted in 
connection with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and Al Wellman, 
Extension Ag Economist from UNL. We had 75 farmers attend this 
progra~ focusing on livestock marketing factors, particularly as 
they relate to futures trading. 
Hay feels that these two marketing programs saved our 
farmers quite a bit of anguish. We have had lots of pressure 
exerted about getting into the futures markets from various 
lenders. Our producers and lenders needed an understanding of 
current conditions in order to make good decisions. 
The upw~rd spiral of production costs has also created lots 
of interest in cash leases from longtime share lease landowners. 
We have had about a 40 percent increase in l~ase structure and 
rate information in the last year. 
Hay is hopeful th~t the farm economy will improve, as the 
hogs recently have, to bring our farmers some profits. He feels 
that our econo~ic progralns hav~ over the past year helped some of 
our farmers to we8ther a very stormy sea. 
11arketing Sk.!.lJ:.~ Help Farmers (Jefferson County) 
Thirty-one farmers learned that value of a sound marketing 
program will continue tobe of great importance to the continued 
profitability of the f8rm operation. The objective of the 
program was to help the participants to improve their marketing 
skills. The workshop was held from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on 
December 15. 1981. 
Fluctuating prices. government programs, local and world 
conditions and the lack of knowledge of marketing alternatives 
cause increased difficulty in making profitable marketing 
decisions. Increased producer knowledge of these factors that 
affect farm prices helped them market commodities at higher 
prices and at increased profits. 
his 
also 
that 
Lynn Lutgen, Extension Economist, discussed and presented 
outlook for the grain prices for the next few months. He 
presented various grain marketing alternativ~s and factors 
will affect the various marketing decisions. 
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Al Wellman, Extension Economist, provided livestock market 
outlook for the next few months. He also presented information 
on the "Swine Advisory" and "Beef ~dvisory" programs that are 
available on the ~GNST system or by direct mail from the 
university. 
Those producers who had been getting the reports gained 
additional information that will make the reports more useful to 
the~. Twelve of the particip~nts who were not awar9 of the 
reports signed up for the reports and found the~ to be useful. 
Marketing and production plans for the next few months or 
until prices become more favorable were also discussed by both 
specialists. The meeting was completed with SOiOe basic 
information about market charting. Market charts can be a very 
useful tool when used with other information for the ev~luation 
of various marketing alternatives. 
When you try to reach the maximum number of people through 
extension programming, the use of the newspaper, radio and 
television is essential. No one ~edia system seems to be more 
acceptable than another. For this reason, a multi-media program 
can be used and should give you maximum benefit of time invested. 
In the past year the horticulture program in Lancaster 
County has developed programs for all Areas of mass media. The 
newspaper columns in the Sunday Journal and Star and the 110nday 
Star are the backbone of the media program. In a survey 
conducted by the Program Evaluation and Staff Development 
Departments of the University of Nebraska, it was found that over 
67 percent of the adult readers were familiar with and read the 
"Garden Gos~ip" and the "Garden Line" columns. In Lancaster 
County this could account for over 70,000 readers per week. 
Throughout the year 76 columns were prepared. 
The "Garden Tips" radio program is prepared for KLIN and 
KFOR radio stations. According to the horticulture survey, these 
programs were heard by approxim8tely 18 percent of the population 
on at least a once-a-week basis. These programs are aired daily 
at 6:30 a.m. and 9:.30 a.m. Their value is measured by their 
timeliness and their short, to the point delivery. There were 
625 radio programs pres2nted during the past year. 
Television offers the horticulture programs 
to be timely as well as visually expressive. The 
in Lincoln produces a program titled "Take-S." 
Extension Agent-Horticulture, h~s participated in 
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18 programs in the past year. 
regions of the state. 
This program is aired in several 
I~ the extension office there is a media program that can be 
directly measured. This is the "Horticulture Hotline." The 
hotline is a one and one-half minute recorded horticultural 
mess~ge that can be accessed by calling a designated phone 
nu~ber. This nu~ber is published in the Sunday Journal and Star 
newspaper in the Garden Gossip column. A different tape is used 
each day of the year. The messages are kept timely and are 
accessible 25 hours a Jay. During the past year the hotline 
received 26,000 calls. 
The mass ~edia programs are not a substitute for other types 
of extension programming. In fact. they can increase the number 
of phone inquiries and office visits. The media programs do have 
the advantage of reaching individuals th~t have never heard of or 
had any contact with the Cooperative Extension Service. 
Microcomputers on the Farm (Lancaster County) 
Fifty-t'110 f9rmers and agribusiness people 
session microcomputer workshop sponsored by 
Extension Service in Lancaster County. Each 
hours in length which allowed time for in-depth 
many aspects of microcomputers. 
attended a four-
the Cooperative 
session was two 
discussion on the 
The program for the first session included: what is a 
computer, parts of a computer, ter~inology, introduction to BASIC 
programming, and a dealer demonstration. Participants discovered 
the many types, sizes, capacities, and price ranges on various 
types of microcomputers. Emphasis was placed on selecting a 
microcomputer after you have decided the task you' want it to 
perform. With a price range of $200-$15,000 per unit many 
aspects need to be identified prior to the selection of a 
microcomputer. 
The second sessIon dealt with c6mputer langua~es and 
vocabulary, software development and sources, and a software 
demonstration by a local dealer. Careful software selection 
surfaced as the important aspect when buying software. Similar 
software packages range in price from $150-$600. Document9tion 
manuals are also important for buyers in order to assist th'~ user 
in running the program. 
The third 
base services, 
demonstrations 
microcomputer 
session included interfacing with dial-up datR 
(AGNET. DOW JONES, COMPUSERVE), And other dealer 
of microcomputer hardware. By interfacing a 
with a specific data base. one can use programs, 
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receive market informat~on and current world news, and even play 
games. AGNET was specifically discussed as a m~nagement tool 
that all farmers should consider using. The variety of ways a 
microcomputer can be used seemed to surprise the participants. 
The final session covered the selection of hardware, 
available microcomputer magazines, and a general question-answer 
session. At the conclusion of the workshop over 50 percent of 
the participants indicated they were interested in acquiring a 
microcomputer for their business. They agreed that shopping 
around and selecting quality equipment and programs that will 
perform the tasks desired are the important aspects in microcomputers. 
Th~ Co~nty Shee£ Meetings COtoe County) 
The Cooperative Extension Service' in Otoe, Cass, and 
Lanc~ster Counties sponsored three sheep production meetings at 
the Southeast Nebraska Livestock Salebarn near Palmyra during 
February. The meetings were held on three consecutive Thursday 
evenings, February 11, 18 and 25. 
On February 11, Dr. Ted Doane, Extension Livestock 
Specialist, visited on breeds, physiology, reproduction and wool. 
There were 48 farmers attending. Extension Agent John Miyoshi of 
Cass County, was in charge of this meeting. The evaluation 
showed 100 percent of those completing the forms were pleased 
with the material presentation and that the information was 
adequate. 
On February 18. Dr. Duane Rice, Extension Veterinarian, 
discussed diseases and parasites. Dr. Donald Sweat, veterinarian 
in practice in the Syracuse area, discussed vaccinations and fsrm 
health management. He also demonstrated vaccinating, 
castration, ~nd docking. There were 61 farmers, farm wives, and 
youth from eight counties attending. Gary Garey, Extension Agent 
in Otoe County, was in charge of this meeting. The results of 
the evaluation on this evening's program on a scale of 1-10 with 
10 high were: 8.1 average on program presentation and 7.4 
average on usefulness of the information to those attending. 
There were many other suggestions on the evaluation forms 
completed. 
The third meeting was held on February 25. Dr. William 
Zollinger presented a talk on sheep feeding and nutrition. A 
panel of producers, one from each of the counties, discussed 
their flock management procedures and answered questions from 
those in the audience. Those on the panel were Otoe County 
Roger Dowding, CASS County - Jack White, and Lancaster County -
Bruce Robinson. Allen Boettcher, Extension Agent in Lancaster 
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Extension Agent in Lancdster 
County, was in charge of this meeting. An evaluation conducted 
by Allen expressed very fnvorable comments on the evening's 
program. 
Thesethrce meetings conducted by the Cooper~tive Extension 
Service in the three counties were very successful in attendance 
and material presented. The evaluation of all three meetings WHS 
very good and several suggestions for additional sheep meetings 
\>l0.re received. 
E x po sit i 0 n .- Pro v ide s .!i~E..!. (P 0 11< Co un t y ) 
Eighty are::! farmars at,tended. an all day crop production 
meeting on February 19th, presented by the Cooperative Extension 
Service and are~ A~ribusinessmen. 
. . 
The topics covered during the meeting centered ~round 
production concerns such as insects, disaases, weed control,· 
fertilization, irrigation of corn sorghum and soybeans 3nd crop 
rotation. The material covered in the presentations by the six 
extension specialists in ~any instances w~s more general in 
nature. They did arouse the thinking of tht'.! particip:H1t·S. t1any 
discuss~d their concern either following the presentation or 
during the day as there was time to talk to the sp~cialists. ~ 
Following the workshop and before spring work started, six 
cooperators visited the Coop~rative Extension Service Office to 
discuss their soil test with the extension Ggellt. Their concern 
was, is there any way they could reduce their anticip3ted 
fertilizer costs? In all cases their soil test rasults could be 
interpreted and related to the University of Nebraska 
recommendations. By doing this they found they could reduce 
nutrient recommendations or not use trace elements as 
recommended. 
One cooperator reported l-":lter in the spring th3t by 
following the University~s fertilizer recommendRtion, he had 
saved himself over $10,000 in fertilizer costs. In checking 
prior to harvest, h8 was still please~ th~t he had made the 
decision, but w~s ~nxious to see how the crops would yield. 
Several othar producers stopped in to rediscuss some of the_ 
weed control recommendations. In one case a specialist was 
called to obtain answers on a sp2cific product used on reduced 
tillage fields. The cooperator reported later that the. product 
eliminated his weed problem as the specialist had indicated and 
was very h~ppy he had inquir0d about the product. 
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A very well planned and structured meating WdS pras8ntad by 
the three USDA 8gancy h3~cts h~r~ in Saline County. This meeting 
involved th~ ~3CS, S~S. Hnd Ext~nsion Service personnal. Ea~h 
was to present 8 thtrty-minuta overvi~w of th2ir organization and 
how it fit into the management strategies of today's farm 
business. A.lthough the meeting H'3S one of th~ best publicized 
and promoted by all three agencies, it was one of the poorest 
attended. A total of only seventeen wom~n took in ~1ther of the 
two workshops off9rcd. 
Results of the series of 'workshops hlVd shown the ne,;d to 
continue to progrntn for the needs of the fclrrYl ·...Jom'en. Our plans 
for the next Y3ar or two will include the davelopment of iDore 
Aorkshops on Pesticide Safety. Farm Machinery Safety, Rural Water 
Quality and other topics identified as ~igh priority. 
About 150 farmers, IlndoHners, ;)nd agribusinessmen attenjad 
the three sessions. The field day was a cooperative affort of 
the Cooperative Extension Service, the Soil Conservation Scrvic0, 
the ASeS, the NRD, and the Charles Trumble family. M~nte 
Stauffer, Extension Agcnt-Agriculture, spoke on the advantages 
and disadvantages of different "Tillage Syst2ms and How to Mdnage 
Crop Residues to Reduce Wind Rnd Water Erosion." A demonstration 
was given on how a minimum tillage planter can be used to p18nt 
a 0 r n 1. n vJ h 8 ,) 'r.. r <, S 'i. j II ':! • F :\ r "0 :~ r s c 0 '0 il1 e \1 t 2 d t. hat the y ,ve r e 
surprised how well the planter worked in the heavy residue. One 
farmer told the crowd that he didn't feel he had any topsoil wash 
off his no-till planted fields while his neighbor lost up to five 
tons of topsoil per acre on conventionally tilled fields becaus3 
of the heavy rains encounters this summer. 
Thirty-two Saunders County farmers participated in a grdin 
storage workshop that left 3 favorable impr~ssion on Gordon 
Ohnoutka, a Valparaiso farmer. "This is one of the most 
interesting and informative programs I have aver a~tended." 
Gordon s3id. The workshop wns held on Friday, M~rch 19, 1982 and 
was sponsored by the University of Nebraska COopci;)t.ive Ext0nsioll 
Service in Saunders County. 
AGNET, the agriculture 
upon by Dr. Richard Pierc1, 
Extension Agent Keith Glawen, 
grain storage problems. 
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According to Glewen, the morning session was devoted to 
discussing the general concepts of drying and storing grain, and 
in the afternoon we worked one-an-one with grain producers on 
solving their grain storage problems via AGNET. Glewen .also 
expressed that the results of a survey indicated that the growers 
in attendance represented apprOXimately 825.000 bushels of grain 
in storage. Numerous growers ~lso expressed that from the infor-
~ation they received at the workshop, they could save 
approximately two cents per bushel because of energy savings, 
reduced spoilage, and improved grain quality. Applying th~s 
savings on to the 825,000 bushels of grain represented at the 
workshop provided an estimated payback of $16,5000 to those 
thirty-two farmers in attendanc~, Glawen said. 
Cow-Calf Production - Pasture E~ductio~ and ~~~~~~~ Workshop 
---(Seward County) -----~--
A two-session Cow-Calf Production - Pasture Production and 
Management· Workshop was held on Febr~ary 4 and March 11, 1982 
with over 40 beef cow-calf operators in Seward County and 
surroun~ing counties attending one or both sessions. To~ics 
covered in the two sessions were "Manage~ent ~nd Development of 
Two-Year-Old Heifers" and "Management Factors Affecting 
Conceptt6n and He-Breeding of the Cow Herd," presented by Dr. 
Gene Deutscher, Exten,sion Beef Specialist, North Platte Station; 
"Summer Fly Control on Pasture or in the Drylot - Does it Pay?" 
and "International Parasites of Cows and Calves - Is Worming and 
Grub Control Necessary?" presented by Dr. John Gampbell, Exten-
sion Specialist-Entomology, North Platte Station. 
The information presented in the cow-calf production 
workshop on Mgnngement Development of Two-Year-Old Heifers, as 
well as· the ~anagement Factors Affecting Conception ~nd Re-
Breeding of Cows, could result in an extra calf produced in the 
lifetime of a cow bred to calve as a two-year-old. In addition 
it could result in a five percent to ten percent im~rovement in 
cows re-bred ye~rly. If the 30 cow-calf operators attending the 
Cow-Calf Production Workshop implement the recommendations. -in a 
25-he~d cow herd the gain of 2.5 calves yearly over a ten~year 
period, plus a conservative 5 percent improvement in cows re~ 
bred, could result in an additional 1.5 calves yearly. for a 
total of four cRlves gained ~early. These calves valued at $500 
each could result in an added c~lf income of '2,000 yearly per 
25-head cow herd, or a gain in income of $60,000 for the cow-calf 
producers participating in the workshop. Gain improvements by 
effective fly and internal parasite control could bnost returns 
per c~w by $20 per cow, for an additional gain of '500 to the 25-
head cow herd yearly. 
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The Pasture Production and Management Workshop of the two-
session workshop series held on March 11 covered the topics: 
"Boosting the Forage Production from Cool and Warm Season 
Grasses" and "Renovating Abused and Over-Grazed Grass Pastur~s" 
which were presented by Bruce Anderson, Extension Forage 
Specialist, University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The 26 farmers 
and/or cow herd operators participating in this workshop showed 
intense interest in the two topics presented. Three participants 
inquired further into the use of herbicides to eliminate invader 
grasses and thus permit mature grasses to renovate these abused 
pastures. These farmers used herbicides in 1932; however, an 
eV81uation of the results aChieved has not been made. 
~ Ma~ke!!~ DaX .Well Attended (Washington County) 
Developing a Marketing Plan fo~ Livestock and Grain, Hedging 
and Cash Contracts, Panel Discussions on Marketing and New 
Develop~ents in Marketing were some of the items of discussion 
during an Ag Marketing Day held Tuesday, December 8th in Blair. 
Led by Al Wellman and Lynn Lutgen,' University of Nebraska Ag 
Economists, fifty producers and wives spent the day in discussion 
of various grain and livestock marketing tools available to 
farmers. 
PartiCipants in the day long program were exposed to many 
types of marketing programs designed to a particular producer's 
needs and interests. Discussion included information on hedging, 
forward contracting and cash sales. Emphasis was placed on 
marketing livestock and crops at an above average price for the 
year rather than trying to hit the highest price of the year. 
For example, cash corn prices this past year ranged from a high 
of $2.71/bushel to '2.1'/bushel. This is a 60 cent per bushel 
spread. D~veloping a market plan to market corn at above aver3ge 
prices either through hedging, forward contracting or cash sales 
would have resulted in a savings of 30 cents to 40 cents per 
bushel above that of the low price. On a farm raising 20,000 
bushels of corn, the savings to the farmer by marketing above 
average would be $6,000 at least. This is a considerable savings. 
In order for a producer to better predict these prices, the 
participants were also introduced to several marketing forecast 
programs available through the University of Nebraska through 
either the AGNET computer or newsletters. Approximately 10 to 12 
participants in the program signed up to receive this information 
by letter. 
A survey was made of the producers attending the program. 
Twenty-nine producers returned the survey immediately following 
the program. The overall impression of the program was very good 
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with 20 of the 29 respondents rating it very good to excellent, 
A panel discussion on markzting, which included a banker, two 
farmers and a stock~roker got the highest review among the 
participants. Some excellent discussion between the panel and 
the audience ensued during this period. A discussion on 
developing a marketing plan for grain also r~ceived high marks. 
A question on the survey asked the participants if they were 
planning to make any changes in their current marketing plan 
based on the meeting held. Eight of the 29 respondents indicated 
thRt they were going to make extensive changes in the marketing 
plan with the majority of the respondents indicating sOloe changes 
to be made. Those that commented, indicated that they would be 
using hedging more and would look forward to a profit in the 
future. 
Interest was also expressed by the pgrticipants for future 
marketing meetings. It was felt to be an excellent program by 
those in attendance. 
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Using Fertiliz~~ ~£~~ Effectivelx 
by Edwin J. Penas, Extension Soils Specialist 
Publications 
The NebGuide entitled "Using Phosphorus Fertilizers 
Effectively" has been published and is available for 
distribution. Comments received indicate that it is a very 
useful NebGuide that gives information not readily available 
from other sources. 
t-Jewsletters 
----T h r ee- s 0 i 1 Sci e n c e New SHe r e w r itt e rL Top i c s dis c u S S r? d "1 ere 
"Another Look at Soybean Cholorosis" which de~lt with the 
soybe~n v~riety trials in Dodge CQunty on soils where soybeans 
are chlorotic, "Soybeans in Rot3tion -- ',Jh'Jt's Their Horth?" 
which summarized research where soybeans ~~re evaluat0d in 
rotation studies, and "Phosphorus Fertilizer Effectiveness' 
Depends on Placement" which summarized experiments on wheat in 
1982. These three newsletters have been quite popular as a 
source of new research dat1. 
Radio 
Two radio programs were developed in cooperation with agents 
when this specialist was in the county for meetings or plot work. 
Agent Tr.§.ining 
An agent training session was presented to update agents on I 
"Interpreting Soil Test Re~orts~ which included both UNL and 
~ommercial testing labs and "Lime Update" with special emphasis, 
on lime susp~nsions. The agent from Burt County reported that he 
consulted with 11 farmers in his county on fertilizer 
recommendations. By using the University interpretation of soil 
test values, he was able to reduce fertilizer reco~mendations for I 
these growers. Fertilizer program costs werB reduced between $27 
to $45 per acre. On 1820 acres, these 11 producers could save 
$57,720. 
Clinics for 
Producers 
Meetings were numerous and popular this past y8Zlr. SOtlle of, 
the best attended and most beneficial meetings were the area Soy, 
Profit meetings (7), Agriculturama in Schuyler, Ag Update in 
Butler and Polk Counties, Rnd Fertilizer Management Schools (3).: 
Soybean growers in particular were glad to learn that they did 
not need to apply 3S much f0rtilizer for soybeans as they are. 
often le1 to believe. Soil testing is also gaining in' 
popularity. Producers are becoming aware that, properly useJ,; 
sOil. testing is a good management tool. Not only does it give 
guidelines 85 to which nutrients are needed but also how much is 
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needed. Those producers that are using deep samples for ni~rogen 
are finding th~t they c~n save money when the soil contains 
carry-over nitrogen. Some growers are reporting savings up to 
$30 per acre for nitrogen alone. Reports from growers indicate 
that even in a wet year such as 1982, soil testing for nitrogen 
in fine textured soils is dependable if the samples are properly 
taken. 
Fertilizer ,Management & Soil Schools for Dealers 
-----The-Soils In-Depth Schoo~was-again conducted for fertiliz'er 
dealers. Also Farmland Industries held an update school for 
some of their dealers. Dual placement of nitrogen-phosphorus was 
discussed as part of the research update. It is important for 
fertilizer deAlers to be oware of Nebraska research data and to 
understand that fertilizer recommendations should be based on 
this resear~h. 
Iiel~ Demonstrati~ Tours, and Field Meetings 
Fertilizer needs ~fertilizer-management were discussed on 
six field tours and two plot meetings during the summer and early 
fall. Stops at, research plots where rates of nitrogen on corn 
being evaluated were included in two county tours. 
Plot meetings were held at two sites where rates and methods 
of phosphorus application were being evaluated. Proper applica-
tion of phosphorus is very critical. One wheat producer reported 
that since a dual placement experiment on his farm a year ago, he 
has converted his ammonia application equipment for dual-
placement. He indicated that the cost of conversion was less 
than $2,000 for an 18-foot rig. 
The Field Day at Northeast Station and Agronomy Field Day at 
Mead also included fertilizer use and management. This 
speoialist assisted with the stop at the Soil Test Comparison 
Study at the Northeast Station. Visitors were impressed by the 
performance of the low cost fertilizer program suggested by the 
UNL Soil Testing Lab. The Agronomy Field Day was dampened by 
rain but well attended in spite of the, weather. Field 
demonstrations had to be modified but were of interest. The deep 
sampling for nitrogen weht well. Equipment for dual-placement 
was shown but could not be demonstrated. 
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Im.E!oved Crossbreeding Systems for Pork Produ.cers 
by Hilliam T. Ahlschwede, Extension-Swine Specialist 
Chgnges in farrowing schedules by both large and small pork 
producers have lej to difficulties in following rotational 
crossbreeding systems. A crossbreeding systems analysis program 
was developed on a microcomputer to help pork producers evaluate 
the production and profit differences of various systems. The 
evaluation revealed that in times when most producers were 
breaking e~en, terminal crosses could produte profits' $30-$40 
per litter larger than the rotation crosses. Based on tbe 
microcomputer projection, crossbreeding systems were emphasized 
at Area Swine Days at Arlington and Tecumseh, at county meetings 
and in consultation with producers. The crossbreeding systems 
analysis program on the microcomputer was used as the focal point 
of an educational booth at the Feeder Pig Exposition in Columbus. 
Individual producers were Able to eva~uate their current 
crossbreeding program, compare it to systems that might be 
adopted and discuss methods of changing systems. 
Sheep Expanding Number~ 
by William A. Zollinger, Extension Livestock Specialist 
The number of sheep and sheep production units have grown 
rapidly over the last five years. This growth is characterized 
by ~mall flocks across the state. .There are about 2500 sheep 
producers in Nebraska with about 650 in southeast Nebraska. 
Clientele experience ranges from none to lifelong involvement. A 
multi-effort program was developed to ~eet the needs of the 
different producers. 
A statewide symposium will be held annually. This is 
developed jOintly with the Nebraska Sheep Council and those 
producers with extensive experience and interest. The ·theme for 
this year was flock health and the related impact of nutrition on 
health. Dr. Frank Hinds from the University of Wyoming was the 
keynote speaker. Fifty producers attended and received formal 
and informal presentations of information. 
To impact on the intermediate-type producer, the specialist 
participated in the five Area Sheep Days across Nebr~ska. These 
were held in Ogallala, Chadron, Loup City, Pierce and Seward with 
240 producers in attendance. Topics included selection of 
breeding stock, management of the nursery, predator control, and 
optimizing wool production. Individual producer evaluations were 
held to .change management techniques to increase profit. 
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Within southeast Nebraska, a series of workshops in Platte, 
Lancaster, Otoe, Cass, Nemaha, Johrison, Seward and Gage Counties 
were held to imp~ct on the inexperienced producer. Subjects were 
chosen and presented so that the beginner can build his manage-
ment techniques on a solid basis. One hundred' sixty~five 
producers were contacted through this method. This represents 
30-35 percent of the potenti8l producers in the district. 
On May 4th, 58 rams began the first annual Nebraska Ram Test 
at the ~end Station. Producer interest was high with frequent 
visits to the sit~. The test concluded in July when the 
extremely hot, humid weather stopped ram performance. The test 
was terminated and the rams penned together to relieve mortality. 
A field day was held July 31 to return the rams to their owners. 
The purebred committee of the Nebraska Sheep Council supported 
continuing the program with minor changes. The test will be held 
earli~r to counteract' the weather and more fit the age 
requirements for rams. 
Overall, in a one year period of time, 583 producers were 
contacted which represents 24 percent of the potential. Further, 
it is estimated that cont8ct with producers exceeded 50 percent 
in'District V. 
District V Irrigation Program 
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--~DeLynn~:-HaY:-Extension Specialist, Water Resources and 
,Irrigation 
The thrusts of the irrigation program are improved 
irrigation water management and pumping plant efficiency. Above 
normal rainfall during 1982 greatly decreased the need for 
irrigation in Dsitrict V. Many irrigators, especiallythoso 
using surface wat~r in the southeastern part of the district, did 
not apply any irrigation water in 1982. At least'five counties 
continued to provide cooperators with irrigation schedulin: 
information. The emphasis of educational material presented at 
seven winter meetings was irrigation water management. Two of 
these meetings were held in cooperation with Rural Publi~ Power 
Districts who were presenting information on irrigation electric 
load management programs. Irrigators can reduce energy costs by 
accepting higher levels of load management. The irrigation 
management information presented enables irrigators to more 
easily use the higher levels of load management. 
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The annual Irrigation Shortcourse held in Janaury, 1982 
continued to provide an opportunity for District V irrigators to 
attend an in-depth irrigation educcational program. There were 
39 people from District V in attendance. The irrigation 
scheduling workshop held in March, 1982 provided training for 81 
people with 12 from District V. 
Summer 
opportunity 
field with 
discussed 
August. 
to~rs in Platte and Butler/Polk Counties provided an 
for discussion of irrigation water management in the 
approximately 200 people. Crop wnter us~ was 
on the Farm and Ranch TV show in the first week of 
The interest in pumping plant e(ficiency was not as great in 
1932 sinc~: the pumping plants Here not used 3S lf1uch as during 
previous years. Six counties in 9istrict V held pumping plant 
performance evaluation demonstrntion and training events during 
the summer of 19B2. Loan equipment available from the County 
Extension Offices continues to be used for simplified pumping 
pl~nt performance evalu3tion by irrigators. On g statewide 
basis, the average performance rating was increased 14 percent 
for 31 pumping plants adjusted during demonstrations. Also, on a 
statewide basis, adjustments on diesel units saved an average of 
456 gallons of diesel fuel or $524 per year based on the 
irrigators' actual fUel costs. 
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~achinery Economics 
-'by-Dougl:'3s D. Duey. Extension Economist-Farm 1-1anngement 
Every two years a survey is made of 3500 known farm machine 
custo~ operators and farmers to obtain the rates being charged 
for hiring various farm jobs and operations. This infor~ation is 
highly sought by clientele. The summary of data is published as 
a NebGuide. It has become the most widely distributed 
public~tion of any NebGuide, according to the Department of 
Agricultural Communications. 
The custom rates are summarized by State Crop Reporting 
Districts and by job. Avera1es, a range of values, C':Ind ~ode 
(most common rate) are given. As soon ~s summaries are 
completed, the Nebraska Farmer magazine publishes the entire 
custom rate inforiliation.-- Theyhave many t;;)a·ders who diliGently 
clip and file the custom rate tables for reference. 
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There continues to be a large number of telephone calls and 
letters for information on farm mRchinery custom rates. They are 
used as a basis of settlement between neighboring farmers, 
between operator .and landowner, and for budgeting or projecting 
production costs. 
A qUArterly supplement to the Corn husker Economics 
newsletter on percent change of 
prices paid by farmers has met 
approval. 
custom rates using USDA index of 
with widespread and overwhelming 
The cost of owning grain storage on the farm has been a vety 
popular question this summer and as fall harvest was approaching. 
Grain storage will be extremely tight this year following a 
bumper crop of 1991 and \>lith another large' crop in 1982. 
AgNet is used considerably by extension agents to determine 
machine costs of ownership and operation with the MACHINE, 
CUSTOM. AND .CROPBUDGET programs. 
Ge~!l Far,!!! ~~rds and Analysis 
by Douglas D. Duey. Extension Economist-Farm Mandgement 
Farm records and analysis is a continuing education~l 
effort. Th~ resul~s of better farm records become apparent with 
the satisfaction of having made more profitable management 
decisions and the filing of accurate income tax rst~rns. 
Profitable farm management decisions are based with the f~r~ers' 
experience and the 3bility to utilize the information 8vailable 
to him with records. Good farm records provide the bHse to make 
interpretative 3nalysis of the farm business and enterprise 
selection and adjustments on the farm. 
Farm wives oft"~n hc)V~ ~()uch involvernent in the keeping of 
farm records. They have been eager to know more about the 
business of which they are a part. Four county meetings W0re 
held and labeled as "How to Be a Better Business Partner. II 
The "blue ll farm record and account book which is mad~ 
available to farmers in Nebraska ha~ been the mainstay of the 
Nebraska farm records thrust. This year's edition was revised 
slightly and 15,000 were printed for a two-year supply. The 
county extension offices are distributors of this publication. 
Banks and accountants also order quantities for distribution at 
year-end. A memo was received this year from the Bank of 
Niobrara: "Farmers have nothing but compliments about the record 
books. Every year more people use them so every year we try to 
increase our order." . 
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Microcomputers are coming on the market with farm accounting 
programs. The extension staff is keeping abreast ~ith 
developments and doing some consulting with the objective of 
having quality programs commercially available in the future. 
Southeastern Nebraska Farm Business Association 
by Gary L. Bredensteiner, ExtensionFariiiBusiness Consultant 
The 
financial 
~mphasis 
system to 
primary objective of this program is to provide 
management assistance to individual farm operators. 
is placed on the development of a complete farm records 
provide the needed basis for achieving this objective. 
The Southeast Nebraska Farm Business Association is open to 
all southeast ~ebr~ska farm operators. Farmers who enroll pay a 
fee for the individual services provided and also have a voice in 
the operation of the association through an elected Board of 
Directors. The program has relied heavily on the support of ' 
district farm management specialists, extension agents, and 
currents members for the recruitment of new clientele. In 
addition, many agricultural lenders have cooperated in promoting 
the association. 
Farm Business Association members are provided with: 1) a 
farm accounting system, 2) year-end compaterized total far~ 
analysis, 3) quarterly or annual detailed enterprise annlysis 
(if desired), 4) comparative analysis data and, 5) individual 
consult3nt service. It is the consultant's job to provide 
individual attention to each member as required and the success 
of the program relies heavily on the consultant. There arc 
currently two fulltirne and three part-time consultants serving 
SoutheAst Nebraska members. Consultant assistance is given in 
areas such as: 1) explanation of and continual overseeing of the) 
farm records program. 2) accurate completion of analysis data, 
3) explanation 3nd use of analysis data, and 4) individual 
consultation on inco~e tax management and other financial 
manBgement. 
The association approach originated in District V in 1975. 
Membership in the association has grown from 25 in 1975 to 130 in 
1932. 
The importance of accurate financial information to a modern 
farming operation cannot be overemphasized, especially in view of 
recent economic conditions. Consultants make use of financial 
data each day to assist association members with management 
pro b I ems • For ~ x fI 'n pIe. c r 0 pen t e r p r i sea n a I y sis d a t a \0/ a sus edt 0 
project 1982 grain production costs as a first step in developing 
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Rn effective m~rketing plan. This information was us~d with 
individu~l M8mbers .as well as at group marketing meetings held. 
Also current financial data was used to assist members with 
estate planning in 1981-1982. Consultants in District V 
assisted with the formation of four new family farm corporations 
and one general· partnership this year. 
Efficiency factors stressed by consultants to association 
me m b e r s . h a vel edt 0 imp r 0 v ~ d man ':lf~ em en t. p r act ice s . For e x a In p 1 e • 
feed efficiency data has provided the incentive for ration 
analysis and ~lso facility alterations for several members. 
Farm Business Association members have made use of an~lysis 
dat~ for enterprise selection decisions, particularly in regard 
to the mix of crops produced in 1982. Also, data and consultant 
8ssistBnce hns h~cn helpful in appropri~tely cutting production 
costs in 1982. 
Inc 0 met ::J X M C3 nag I~ men t i. s -) 'n ph :3 S i zed 0 n t 11 e con suI t ;) nt' s fall 
visit each year. Because the majority of farm operators are cash 
basis taxpRyers, effective tax planning assistance provided by 
the cons~ltant pays big for many members both in higher and lower 
income years. 
Working ~ ·son into a farming operation can he a difficult 
t~sk. Consult~nts' ~ssisted with operating agreements or other 
planning devices for father-son operdtions for seven association 
members this year. 
Finally, simply teaching what recOrds ar9 necassary and how 
to effectively use records in your f.:.trming operation is an !lavery 
visit" task for the consultant. 
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!!te]2si£.!! Horti.s..!:!..!~~!;. Propagation Worksh0.E~ Ar~ Popula.!. ',H th 
Nebraskans 
--by-WilIT8m A. Gustafson, Jr •• Extension Horticulturist. 
The ancient art of budding and 
Chinese at least as early ~s 1000 B.C. 
with Nebraskans. Why? 
grafting, known to the 
is becoming very popular 
The mid~estern region has thousunds of native plants~ These 
plants have adapted to the low rainfall, low humidity, high wind 
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movement and medium altitude. These plants are more adapted to 
Nebraska th~n the plants that are adapted to the very cold 
winters of Canada and the New England States. 
Many of these native plants have beauty and food value and 
c~n be found growing in l~ndscapes of Nebraska, but there a·ra 
many thBt have yet to be appreciated, let alone domesticqted. 
One of the ~ain reasons native plants are not used in the home 
landscape is that they are not available on 3 commercial scala. 
Many of these plant materials are difficult to mass produce by 
commercial nurseries because suitable propagalion techniques have 
not been identified ~nd ~evelopment is not currently economically 
feasible for small population centers and small geographic areas ~ 
such as Nebraska. 
Plant propagation workshops were designed to teach the 1 
skills and techniques of asexually reproducing woody plants. A ~ 
spin-off of this training is that people will become more aware 
of the importance of proper horticulture cultivar and plant 
selection for their gardens and landscapes. A third benefit is 
to get homeowners to appreciate and accept the more adapted 
n3tive plant species in their ~homescapes." 
One hundred and thirty-two Nebraskans attended a charge 
plant propagation workshop on February 27, 1982 and received in-
depth training in the technique of apple bench grafting. This, 
workshop received many high evaluations and very few critical 
remarks. This was the first charged workshop in this area. This 
workshop was designed to handle 100 people but had an over-. 
response of 130 people. 
!')ne hundred and thirty questionnaires wer·~ lfiail·~j out to· 
grafting workshop participants to determine gr~fting success. 
Forty-eight percent of the participants responded to the 
questionnaire. Responders were asked to tell how many of their 
apple grafts grew when they wera planted outdoors In the} 
landscape to determine grafting success. j 
From this survey it c~n be assumed that 61 percent of 
grafting workshop p<-lrtieipants ·..,ere totally successful 
learning the grafting technique. An additional 22 percent 
successful in learning the technique but only one-half of 
grafted trees grew. Therefdre, 82 percent of the 
workshop participants were successful in learning the 
the ;:~ 
in W 
were!i 
their 
technique. There should be 188 new grafted apple trees growing 
in Nebraska that were grafted by 108 participgnts because of 
workshop. 
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Fifty percent of the responders indicated they were willing 
to pay $10.00+ for future workshops ( in 3ddition to the 
registration fea). s~venteen percent were willing to pay $8.00, 
twenty-six percent were willing to pay $5.00, one percent warited 
to stay with the origianl $3.00 charge and t~ree percent had no 
response to the questions. 
Plans are being made to teach future workshops in plant 
prop~gation. In February, 1933 the chip budding technique will 
be taught on Pru~~ sp. A $6.00 workshop charge \v111 be charged 
in addition to the registration fee. 
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PROGRAMS 
IN COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
All Extension worl< planned or performed that is directed 
toward the solution of community problems, achievement of 
community goais. development of co~munity leadership and 
community organiz~ttons is grouped in the Community 
Resource Development area of emphasis.-
The Coope'~tiv9 Extension Service provides information 
and educatIOnal programs to all people without regard 
to race, color. national origin, sex or handicap. 
Coo~erative Extension S9rvice 
Com~unity R~source D8v~10pm0nt 
Su~cess Stories - County Level 
IIThank you for the blizz;'lrd saf,~ty inforlrlltion. I am not 
sure we would be here if it wasn't for that blizzard kit.1I 1hz 
response was phoned to Extension Agent Delmar Lange on tha ni3ht 
of A bad storm, just 10 days after a blizzard training meeting. 
Blizzard s8fety training was presented to the Rot~ry Club, 
the retirement home, the American Legion Auxili~ry and the 
Jaycettes. The training provided infor~aLion on how to avoid 
getting caught in 8 blizzlrd and how to survive if caught. An 
explanation was given on what hypothermia was and how to treat 
i. t . 
A complete blizzard kit was p~esented and an explan3tion was 
given for the purpose of the articles. Handout material 
explained essential articles and articles for a deluxe kit. 
A survey was taken two weeks after the present~tion at the: 
Rotary ClUb. Six of the 33 members h~d made hlizzard kits for 
their vehicles. One member had made a kit for each of his grown 
children. 
The Jaycettes asked for a follow-up program in th:~ spring on, 
torn~do safety. This program was also successful. 
Preventing Ho~~ Bur(!.~~!!:.~ (Polk, Butler, Colfax Counties) 
The leader training lesson, IIPreventing Hom~ Burglaries," 
was presented to 61 persons representing 43 ~ome Extension Clubs 
with a tot81 of 494 members. The sheriff's office was contact~d' 
prior to the lesson in each county and offered crime prevention 
supplies they had availabla. Each extension office purchas0d a 
han~ engraver to be made available to the public on a free loan,. 
basis. Unfortunately, these engravers have not been used as was' 
hoped. 
The 
available 
home burglaries lesson has been revised and is now 
in a shorter version to any other public group' 
interested. It is scheduled to be given ~t two senior centers at 
this time. 
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Suc~ess Stories - County Level 
Development of Co~~~nity ~lliti~ Continues (Dodge County) 
Considerable progress has been made toward completion of the 
Christensen Field Agricultural Co~plex. A fund drive to raise 
some $250.000 for the construction of a new livestock arena was 
started in the spring. At this time some $215.000 has been 
rai~ed and contracts for the facility are expected to be awarded 
this fnll. 
The addition of a show arena of sufficient size to hold 
horse shows, liv~st?ck shows and other community events, ~ill 
make the Agricultural Complex more functional and is expected to 
attract a large number of users to the community. Many state, 
regional and national livestock events"are currently held at 
Christensen Field using the 8vailable parns and multipurpose 
building. 
In addition to making the complex mo~e functional and useful 
by adding a show grana, it will also allow greater usage of the 
current multipurpose building for other community activities. 
The Extens\on Agents of Dodge-County have assisted this 
project by calling attention to the n~ed for a building, helping 
~et up committees, assisting with the building design, helping 
organize the fund d~ive, and by nu~erous ~e3ns. 
Communit~ ~~ f!~~~~!~~ (Lancaster County) 
To encourage coordination of community watches 
encourage marking and documentation of personal property 
to reduce crime and vandalism were the prime objectives 
Lancaster County program in community crime prevention. 
and to 
in order 
of the 
To reach these objectives, Esther Wyant and Twyla Lidolph, 
Extension Agents Home Economics, used several approaches. 
Home Extension Club lesson. Sgt. John Becker and Officer 
Stp.ve-Standley fro:n the Lincoln Police Department Crime Preven-
tion Unit presented the tr~ining for home extension club lesson 
le~ders on the topiC "Preventing home Burglaries." The officers 
used excellent teaching techniques and made use of visual aids 
including slides and examples of locks. They explained the 
neighborhood watch program and also encouraged people to mark 
belongings and document valuables by photographing or video 
taptng. A random telephone survey of home extension clubs 
attending the training indicated that 30% have been involved in 
establishing a neighborhood watch program. 
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Program at Council of Home Extension Clubs meeting. 
lIJ')ocumentation--of- Personal and--Real- Property:"--rs the 
title of ~ program giv~n by Sandin Garner at the J3nuary meeting 
of the Lancaster County Council of Home Extension Clubs. The 
program providBd information on why documentation.is important 
and how individuals can take pictures or video tapes of their 
real and personal property to show proof of ownership in C8sa of 
fire, theft, vandalism or n~tural disaster. 
Workshops for Small business Establishments. Approximately 
95 managers-of smalr-businesses in the East Park Plaza, Gateway 
and Edgewood Shopping Centers attended two s~ssions titled "To 
Catch a Thief." Wanda LeonArd, Extension Community Resource 
Development Sp!cialist, with the help of Sandin Garner, presented 
information on ident~fication of a forgery scheme, color copied 
checks, falsified identification, counterfeit money dnd short 
change artists. A pretest and post test were given. On the pre-
test 63% of th! p3rticipants had correct answers. This 
percentage increased to a71 on the p~st test. 
The Gateway shopping mall was the location of a new 
reference center established by the Cooperative Extension Service 
of Lancaster County during the summer of 1982. The project was 
designed to create a greater awareness of extension programs 
which are available in the urban and rural communities. 
The GAtewRY Mall was selected as the location for the 
experimental program because it is one of the largest indoor 
shopping mAlls in the area and it represents an excellent cross 
section of urban ahd rural audiences. The reference center 
display was located next to the Wards retail outlet from ~ay 15 
through July 15, 1982. 
The project provided a remote reference center for shoppers 
and was staffed by ext~nsion personnel every Thursday, from 
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Various demonstrations were presented by 
staff during their three hour appearances at the reference 
center. 
The reference center was constructed from both existing 
supplies and new movable counter displays. Four countcrheight 
m 0 v a b 1 e dis pia y s ,-/ ere ass em b 1 edt 0 m a k eon e she 1 f . The fro n t 0 f 
each display contained slots for posters. The background of the 
displ~y consisted of the 4H display for Lancaster County with a 
lighted panel entitled, "Coopcrative·Extension Service Reference 
Center." 
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Phcitographs of ench staff member were displayed on the 
hackdrop along with important information regArding the 
Cooperative Extension Service pr08ra~s. Agriculture anj home 
economics NebGuides were 3ss!~bled in a catalogtype retainer and 
w~r~ aVAilablp on the counter tops for easy access. A return 
card was provi~ed for peopl~ wishing to requ~st up to five 
circu13rs from the reference center. 
G e ncr :J lob s e r vat ion s d uri n g t h ,~ e x per i ffl e n tin d i cat edt hat 
the display was extremely attractive and well arranied. Nearly 
eve r y on e c 0 ;rl i n gin t :) the rn a 11 1 0 0 1< e d a t t he dis pI a y . V e r y few 
individuAls w~lking p~st the display failed to notp. its content 
or ~ttrgctiveness. 
When the display was staff~d by extension personnel, there 
was n t~ndency for people to be reluctant to approach the display 
in fear of being confronted with A sales pitch. However, ~ethod 
demonstrations were successful in attracting attention to the 
display and avoiding this problem. 
One hundred forty-five requests for information were 
received during the test period. Of those, 55 percent indicated 
it was their first contact wit~ the Cooperative Extension 
Service. 
F0r~y percent of all cont~cts requested home economics 
information and 33 perc9nt r3qu~sted horticultural information. 
A g ric u 1 t u r ali n f 0 rlil a t ion \oJ a s r l~ q U ~ s t e rl by 1 7 ;:> e r c E: n t 0 f t h 9 
people subt()ittin~ request cards '3nd one percent requestad 1~_i1 Clnd 
~n i s c "! 11.';1 n eo us in for mat ion. Its ho u 1 d ben 0 ted t hat l~-ll 
puhlicrltions were not pro,nl)tc1d. 
Approximately 8Bpercent of the pco~le stopping at the 
ref2rence center had Lincoln addresses, while 12 percent 
indicated rural LancAster County or outside the county addresses. 
Lincoln residents comprisei 91 percent of the new audiences 
or new contacts made ~t the reference center and 9 percent were 
from out of town. The new extension audierices requested 
horticultural infornation as their top priority followed by ho:na 
eCbnomics r agricult~re and miscellaneous. The tradition~l 
audiences, on tha oth~r hand, most frequently requested. home 
econo:n ic sin forlflat ion fo 1101t1ed by ho r t i cuI ture and agr-ic ul tur e. 
The high frequency of ne1rJ c.onti-lets from the urban ur;~a supports 
the helief that this audience is contacted less frequently by 
tradition~l extension programs. 
·A spin-off of the su~mar ref~renc8 center r~sulted in the 
estAblishment of specific extension reference centers at key 
locations throughout the community. A clothing reference center 
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has been established at one of the local clothing stores. Plans 
are underway to erect horticultural reference centers at the lawn 
and garden centers. 
~ight letters complimenting the extension service for the 
nature of this display w~re received during the summer. Some of 
the comments included, "I would just like to say that this is a 
very good and interesting display," "It looks very nice," "Very 
eye catching and very well done." 
There was a strong effort to make the center a high quality, 
professional-appearing display. It was felt that if the center 
lacked the quality of surrounding retail displays, area merchants 
would opposa its location on the mall. 
The Cooperative Extension Reference Center for Lancaster 
County has been a very rewarding undertaking. Plans are to move 
the reference center to a downtown location in the fall of 1983 
in an attempt to capitalize upon the football crowds in downtown 
Lincoln. Currently the display has been dismantled and is being 
used in various locations RS separate units dealing with specific 
subject areas. 
You Can Catch A Thief (Pawnee County) 
White 
dollars a 
checks, or 
profit. 
collar crime costs America more than 40 
year. Forgery, insufficient funds, or no 
short change artists can make quick work of a 
billion 
account 
day's 
Wanda Leonard, University of Nebraska Extension Resource 
Development Specialist told 41 local businessmen that fall months 
are a particularly active time for paper pushers. Thirty percent 
of all forgeries occur during January to September, while 70 
percent take place during October to December. 
Rural merchants are generally ~arm. welcoming and friendly, 
and in many ways they open their stores and their pockets to the 
unscrupulous. 
Ms. Leonard present,d some techniques to help business 
owners and their employees fight their constant war on paper 
cri~e at a program at the Pawnee City Star Cafe on November 5, at 
7:00 p.m. 
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T h 2 bus i n e s s:n e n i n f) t t P. (vi ''.I nee w ere g i " '.:? n d p r ~~ n n d :1 Jl:) S t. 
t~~t L0 help eVR1u~te the trnininJ session. Th~ t~st show~d that 
~h~ bllSin!ss'nen in ~ttend8nce increased their kno~ledge about 
0. he (! 1< s by 3 q P'~ r e ,~n t . T h 'i s r:')'2 ') n s t. h,~ Y c'l l:n 0 s t do ubI 2 d the i r 
knowledge on thA subject. 
Questionnaires were mailerl on Move~ber 16th to 20 percent of 
the P 8 W nee Co un t y res ide n t s " n d ~I 37 p .:: r c ~ n 'co r ,2) t urn w c1 S r ,J C e i v e d .' 
The survey WClS riesigned to yield infor:n;cd:.ion '=Jbout 
hDbits in Pawnee County and surrounding co~munities. 
The objectives of the survey were: 1) To len~n wh~ra people 
shopp{~d for what itA'ns ')(lrl why; 2) To leal~n '!That goods and/or 
services ~ere n~e1arl to ba made ~vailable in Pawnee City to 
~ntice resirlants to shop ~t ho~e; 1~d 3) To learn thraugh written 
comments what people liked and dislikad about thair community and 
m 0 res pee i fie 811 y, the i r bus in e.'3 S co 'n 'flU nit y • 
Th~ survey yielded information about why 
other co~muntti~s. rather th3n spend 10c31ly. 
th~ community hsve ~ very direct effect on the 
local businesses. 
shoppers 
Dollars 
health 
'Juy 1n 
le<lving 
of 311 
TloJo 
survey 
projl"cts 
me!ttnzs w~re helj with local business~s to report the 
r~sults. nsco~mend3tions were mnde to: 1) Develop 
CJ n d pro g r ;:j:n S to h ,= 1 P P ~ 0 pI'; f ~ e 1 a n 0 1,01 n r~ r s hip i nth e 
community rlnd in the ",=ry business"!!'> t,ht~ms:lv,,~~;. ,)one ideas h(~r,~ 
C 0 u 1 d b e a C o:n m 1'1 U "1 1. 'c. Y eel e bra t ion run, 0 '.~ ned, 0 p ," r ~1 t e j. ':! t '! •• b Y 
the peopl~ .~ith suppor':- from th~ ch~mber and council. 2) provid~ 
i. n for:1I ,1 t ion t 11 d the 1 p s reI t ion ali z e the doll a r sin vol v e d ~oJ i t h 
s a v i n is :3 c e n t S P ,~ r 3 a lIon 0 n G 8 ~; () 1. i. n .~ ~ y j r i 'l i .13 X :11 11 e s • 3 ) 
Provide informAtion on quality and price compared to price ahJ 
us~hility, qnrl 4) ~ot~ t~e expressions of concern for 
c 1 01 n 1 inc s S. p3 r kin g 8 V <'I i 1 n b i 11. ~-. Y '1 n d d e a 1 ' wi t h tho s e ex p r ~ s 3 i on s . 
been 
SinCt~ th,~ 
inquiries 
survey and report to the co~munity. there 
for specific infor~ation dS it pertains t~ 
cnre, R women's dress shop, and 1 craft stor!. 
have 
Three hundred and twenty men and wom~n i~ Saline County were 
tr8ined in security rne'3Sl.lr,:~s Lhat should ba used to delay a 
burglar from gaining access to private hO~8S In order to curb 
hom~ burg1arias in the county. 
Cooperative Extension Service 
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The Cooperative Extension Service in Saline County in 
cooperation with the Saline County Sheriff and deputies arr~nged 
and provided training in ways to secure the home; different type 
of locks and the value or property identification systems that 
were available to county residents. 
The Saline County Sheriff reported though crime reduction 
was not noticeable, more cooperation by people reporting crime 
was very evident. He felt the training was very helpful. 
Coop0r~tive Ext~nsion Servica 
Community Resource D~velopment 
District Rr!port 
Business Crime Prevention 
----b Y ~Jand aM. Leon a rd, Ex ten s ion Comrnun i ty R e sour c e Dev ~lo p:nen t 
Speci'21ist 
Crimes reported in Nabraska incr~aSdd 26 percent between 
1976 and 1981. Victimiz~tion surveys indicat0 that as many as 
one in f 0 urN e bra s k a n sis the vic tim 0 f :J r i In e ina IS i v en ye iii r ;1 n d 
that slightly over ond-half of these crimes 3re reported. 
Crime is not just an urban problem. National 0vid~nce 
indicates that rural crime h1S n~arly tripled while tha urban 
crime rate has only doubled. Reported crime incidents in 
Nebraska ~lso tend to support this conclusion. A comparison of 
1976 and 19B1 N!braska crime index off~ns0s rd~ealed Omaha Hnd 
Lincoln experienced increases of 11 and 22 parcent. citi3s of 
5,000 to 100,000 people h8d ~ 28 percent increase, and cities 
below 5,000 popu13tion experienced a 4~ percent rise. Counties, 
which included the rur;)l areas ilnd cities under 1,000 population, 
reflected a 21 percent increase over 1916. 
Durin~ 1931-1982 a Cooperative Extension Servic8 Crime 
Prevention Task Force was established. The Ext2nsion Cri~e Pr2-
vantion Progrq~ is divided in~o five program areas: home 
security, person~l 92curity, business security, co~munity 
security, and farm s~curlty. Business ~0curity program 
development was the emphasis in District V during 1982. Six 
business crime prevantion educ~tional .programs were developed in 
the areas of: robbery, burglary. shoplifting, internal th~ft and 
checks, money and credit card fraud. 
The checks, money and credit card theft. s,~curity programs 
ware presented in four communities to 316 business owners ~nd 
mRn8gers. Two of the business owners asked that the progrums ba 
presented as "in-house" training for their business employees. 
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Community Resource Development 
District Report 
P9r that re~u~st 140 employee clerks an~ cashiers received 
tr8ining. All pArticipants were taught quick and easy methods to 
USG to identify potential non-sufficient, closed account or 
forged checks. Methods to d~tect counterfeit money, stolen or 
copied' credit cards 3nd short-change artists were also taught. 
Tests before and after the training were given to 185 of the 
participants. The increase in knowledge gained ranged from a low 
of 47 percent to a high of9B ~ercent, with a combined average of 
88 ~ercent. Some participants have asked thgt .the programs b~ 
repeated for their individual learning, as wall as for others in 
their business community who were not able to attend th~ first 
session. 
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All lo.on.io
n 
w.r~ planned or porfor-ed that portain. to 
indivU",ls "ni f,,,ili •• nnd he. a. it. ba.ic orientation 
the impr
ov
•
d 
qu
elit ' of r."il, li.inl is grouped in tho 
Home SconomicS ar~8 of 8~phasis. 
The Cooperative Extension Service provides information 
and educational programs to ail people without regard 
to race. color. national origin. sex or handicap. 
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Pnrent-Child Interaction (Burt County) 
------------ -------~ 
The parent-child interaction program was conducted in 
Decntur during Janu3ry, February. and M~rch. Judy Conneuly w~s 
the volunt~~r le~~ar for the parent meetings. F6urteen f~milies 
(15 children) b·:;gRn the program. All completed except on3 who 
moved away fr~m the area. A pretest and post-test wore given to 
each child. Out of 75 possible points, the beginning scores 
ranged from 24 to 63 points Dnd the end scores ranged from 37 to 
59 points. The gain m~de by auch individual ranged from 0 to 26 
points with 3n average 88in of 12.36 points. 
In written ev~lu1tions, half of the parents ~entioned that 
they had realized how importgnt it is for thefl1 to spend time with 
their children. One-third noted that th9y b~ca~e more aware of 
their child's Abilities. 
Speed Tailoring Classes Very Well Received 
--( Po 1 k,- B u tler= c OfTa x Co unIT e s-) -- ------.-
For t Y Pol k .'1 n d 8 utI ere 0 un t y w 0 m e II 1 ear ned h 0'''' t 0 sew 1 i·n ::: d 
bl~zers using Speed Tailoring tA8hniques. The 3-workshop series, 
held during the months of February through May, 1982, consisted 
of six to seven class meetings ~ith demons~rations and a question 
and answer tine 8110wed. Some of the features learned in the 
cl~ss included pad stitching of the collar and lApels, taping the 
rnll line, machine sewing invis3bly stitched patch pockets, and 
making tailored buttonholes. pBrticip~nts also gained expertisa 
in choo$ing appropriAte fashion fAbrics and interfncings for 
·tgilored garmets. A number of new pi~ces of sewing and pr~ssin3 
equipment were introduced throughout the classes. Each week, 
cIa ssm em b .") r s h n rj a c han c r~ t 0 s h are t h ~ ire x per i e n c " s wit ~l t 11 e 
group 8nj 3sk questions. 
Rased on estim3tes of like garments purchased rathar than 
sewn, these class participants saved at least $1,329 by sawing 
their blazers. Comments from the class particip8nts wer3 vari~d: 
I've ,~njoyed th~ class imm~nsely and learned a 10t,1I "I li!<ed tha 
idea of de:nonstrating in :::lass so I could see H:,at the directions 
were trying to tell us," "I was very pleasad with the class and 
learned a lot of techniques patterns don't show," "This class is 
$oing to help me in a lot of my regular sewing with shortcuts." 
Certific3tes 
when they showed 
th,~ women 
jackets at 
each county. 
also 
the 
1 
of '9ccomplis~rnent \.r~re awarded to class melnb;;rs 
their completed blazers in ClASS. Several of 
had tha opportunity ~o model their completed 
annual Home Extension Club Spring Event held in 
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Il~~ Assistance Val~~ble !~ Co~~ni!x (Cass County) 
Late night hours of June 14 brough~ even more rain to th~ 
already saturated ground in Cass County. Many ho~as in the low-
lying areas were flooded, some by as little 3S one foot of water, 
others by as much as six feet of water. Some basament ~alls 
collapsed. People needed information on how to clean up the mess 
and to salvage appliRnces and personal b?longings. 
Extension Agent Ahlman assembled a set of brochures on floo~ 
problems, such as care of furnaces, water heaters, freezers (one 
freezer full of meat was floating). how to remove mud fron 
floors, walls, and doors, cleaning clothing, furniture, and other 
items. 
Ahlman visit~~ 20 ho~es, giving residents an inform~tion 
packet. A special progrjM was called in to the local radio 
station on emergency proc~dures for flood clean-up. Follow-up 
articles in local newspapers on mold and mildew and other related 
topics helped to answer other quastions. 
EFNEP Adult~ (Dodge and Platte Counties) 
The "I Can Do It" diet and weight 105S series was started in 
July 1991. Meetinzs were held once a week on Tue~day mornings 
for an hour. Participants weighed in, discussed diet tips <.lnd 
sllccesses of the week and did twenty 'ninutes of exercise. A 
lesson was presented on some phase of dieting by one· of t~e 
nutrition aides and a goal for the coming week was recorded. 
It was a six week seri~s. At the end of the six weeks, 
interest and participotio~ was still high, so another six weeks 
series was started. In fgct, the series W3S extcndad for n~arly 
a year, ending in June 1982. 
Behavior modification and eating a bRl~nced diet was the 
goal. Food racords were kept and evaluRted. Aides stressed the 
importance of the food groups and t"1e nU,nb9f' of s,!rvings needed. 
Other less6ns were on serving sizes, cookin3 "slim" measuring, 
"lean" proteins, how to reduce calories in 8 recipe, w~at is a 
calorie, and others on weight loss tips. 
A total of nineteen ladies pArticipated with 
attendance per week of six to seven. Actu81 weight 
One person lost 40 pounds. One person ended with n 
two pounds! 110st lost several pounds ;lnd sev,'!r:Jl 
pounds. The series was a success. 
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St~te Bealth DepBrtment Statistics show that Gage County has 
a high parc~ntq3e of ~1enagA pregnancies and births 0Dch year. A 
check with local home economics instructors showed th3t few 
include pre-natal nutrition8s ~ part of their class curriuulum. 
Consequently, a special l!sson on Teenage Pregnancy and 
Nutrition was developed. The program was presented to three 
A1ult Ltving home economics classes ~t Ba~trice Senior High 
School. Sixty-seven students were in the three cla3scs. 
Emphasis was placed on th! importance of 
tio~ at the early stages of fetal dev310pment. 
was paid to the first trimestar of pregnancy, 
girls do nqt know or are not certain that they 
A variety of teaching methods ~ere used. 
film, overhe~d transparencies and lectures. 
good daily nutri-
Speci~l attention 
a time when many 
are pregnant. 
I~cluded were a 
In reviewing the presentations with the home economics 
instructor, she indicated tllst i~ would be a good lesson to 
incorporate into a variety of units. She 31so suggested that 
ot~~r area t~~chers be informed about the program. 
Extension Agent, Esther Wyant, says that n~wsletters hava 
been q popular way to reach the public with educational inforloa-
tion. She explains, "'Enriching F~mily Ralntionships' is the 
title of a nAwsletter written by Nebrska Cooperative Extension 
Service SpeciAlist Dr. Herb Lingren. A total of 1,300 
newsletters are being distributed througll seven churches in 
Lincoln. C~llrahes subscribe to the newsletter to cover printing 
costs ~nd pick th~~ up at the county !xtdnsion office. 
"The Working Women's Newsletter is ~dited by 3 vbluntedr, 
Cllrice Orr, and 2,000 copies ore Jistributcd evary second ~onth 
throu~h 1~ qgGnci~s which 0 1 ploy a large number of wo~en. 
Sont~nt includes a variety of information from personal and 
f~mily enrichment to time management skills. An evaluation after 
the first six issues indicated that working women do us~ tha 
infor~ation and every agency indic~ted th~ wish to continue 
receiving the letter for their employees. An advisory committee 
~a~0 up of working women was formed to provide suggestions on 
content and o~ how to effectively reach women who are employed. 
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Ex tens ion Agent Lid 0 1 ph 8 h are s the foIl 0 win g res u 1 t s 0 f til''; 
clothing related progra~s in LancRster County: 
The ex~ension club leader training session on "Take the 
Stain and Pain Out of Laundry" w~s given to 93 persons in the 
fall of 1931. Participants hHd an opportunity to take out 
ballpoint stains, mustard and wax stains. Participants had an 
opportunity to witness the stain coming out for one person but 
not for another. (The stain, fabric and time element were 
identical.) Partioipants learned the proper methods and 
chemicals to use as well as how much the human element pl"ays in 
removing stains from fabric. Tnformation on stain removal is 
included in Nebtips (ga s2cond telephone call for a taped 
recording on various subject areas). The recording on mildew 
received 49 calls in two day's time. Personal telephone calls on 
mildew have been high due to the large rainfall in the spring and 
summer - an average of 10 calls per day. 
Young homemakers with small children are concerned about the 
price of clothing for infants Dnd toddlers. The young homemakers 
as w3ll as grandmas were interested in the workshop offered on 
"Children's Clothing." A two-session class (two 2-h~ur clBssas) 
w~s given to 25 homemakers in October. Participants were shown 
fabric selection, construction techniques and decorativa ideas. 
Construction techniques included zippers, ribbing, seam finishes, 
snaps, elastic, and hems. Decorative ideas included buttons, 
applique, smocking and lace. Several members had never done any 
construction of garments using ribbing. 
Comments from participants included: "Oh I wish I had known 
ribbing was so easy to do. Now I can make many outfits for ~y 
children in no time!" "I'm so excited! I can go home and find 
lots of fabric in my cupboard at home to make outfits for my 
children -- without spending any money. You've given me so many 
ideas!" 
Smocking is being seen in children's clothing, household 
items and trim on adult clothing. A workshop to learn smocking 
was offered in F~bruary to 30 participants and for Teacher Updnte 
where 13 attended. Of the 43 participants only 3 had done 
smocking before. Of the 30 participants in February, 25 were 
young mothers, fiv8 were gr~ndmothers! One participant has 
mentioned she had made three outfits costing her a total of $15 
as compared to one similar outfit in a store with a price tag of 
$70.00. 
Speed Tailoring was a workshop offered to 53 persons in the 
spring and 22 persons 1t Teacher Update. Techniques learned by 
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p;'lrticipants i'1(")l~ldAd bound bu!:.t()nrl'Jl'?s, p'ltch pock:=t., .leJ.t 
pocket, using fusihle interf8cinGs, aoll~r construction, sleeve 
h8nds, shoulder pads, 3nd four-poin~ closing. Each on~ mad~ 
s8~ples of various t~chniqucs. 
Co III men t s fro 'I) p ~1 r tic i p :111 t sin ':! 1 u jed : '1 I I ve bee n ... 1<1 n tin g to 
l~arn how to make 8 welt pocket for years -- now I can! I'm so 
g 1 ~ d you m <1 d,~ u s r'l::~]( e :) n :: inc 1 ;~ s s ." II T his 'n e t, ~1 0 d 0 f m a :< i n is ::l 
but ton h') 1 '= 1. fl 'I) U C h ~, a s i e r t h i1 nth con c Ius c d b e for e ," "0 h , 'il l1 3 t 
:111 ';';1SY : ... 1Y to finis11 t:'l(~ h''lck si'ie of the buttonhole," "I'm 
goin~ to try fusib18 'intarf~uings no~!" 
One pnrticipant w8nted to constru8t <I jack·~t ,)s \-Jell :lS h~lV'~ 
h f! r :'h ugh t ere 0 n s t rue t a j ~ c k "! t for a It - H pro j ,= ct. S IH." f 0 L1 n d 
~ight oth9rs willin] ~~ t~k~ 8 six w!ekcourse from a clothing 
instructor who had taught other class~s RS well as taken 
\-1orkshops offered through the Extension Service. So from this 
class ten j~ckets w~re completed. Cost of the jackets rang9d 
from ~2n-$60 as comp9r~j to re~jy-to-wear for $50-$150. Partici-
pants sAv~d st l~ast one-h31f on the cost of the jacket. 
~nother participant said she finished ~ suit for her mother 
using methods learned at the worl(shop. She "llso showed her 
mother and aunt how to ~~ke welt pockets and bound buttonholes. 
Her suit cost $40 as compareJ to $125 in stores for comparable 
style and fabric. 
Seventy h')m~ extension club dfficers. repres9nting 92 
p!rcent of the 'clubs in the two-county area, att2nded "Cupid's 
Leadership P's and Q's". training s::!ssions, sponsored by the Hom·;) 
Extension Councils in Johnson and Nem~~3 Counties during 
February. 
Executive countil members who had previously received 
district officer training, did an effective job of teaching 
particip~nts the techniques of b9ing a club president, vice 
pr est rl en t. sec ret.1 r y, and t r e.3 S u,r e r . 
Hints 
a~cording 
by counci.l 
on g:'i.ni.ng nE!W 
to pnrli:1mE!ntary 
offi~::rs. 
memb::rs, plus conducting a m'eeting 
l~w, w~re also sh3red with the group 
Local newsp3per editors added tips about writing 
for publication in the papers. 
articles 
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Completing the day's program were sessions 
enthusiasm for the Yorne Extension Club program, 
and ideas for successful club progrRms. 
on developing 
favor fixil1gs, 
Th!. officers who attended the training express~d a greater 
f~eling of confidence in performing as a club officer. 
Club nembers also felt their meetings now are conducted more 
efficiently with the parliA~entary procedure backgrounj. 
~ore clubs are reporting to the local nawsp3per, and in 8 
more effsctive manner, according to reports rru~ the editor and 
printed articles appeRring in the newspapers. 
£a~~~ Para~~ (Otoe County) 
Cowboy hats, diamond rin3s, sn~ppy shoes and pretty clothes 
joinpd .Easter bonnets in the E~ster Par3de. The parade was 
sponsored jointly by the Cooperative Extension Service and the 
Retail and Trade Co~mittee of the Syracuse Cha~ber of Commerce~ 
Two main street clothing stores, H western clothing shop 
from the edge of town, the shop. and jewelry stores, and the 
fabric· store joined together to feature fashions in the Easter 
Parade. "All of these stunning fashions for spring and summer 
are available in our own hometown," said Judith Schwab, Extension 
Agent. 
This was the first time these merchants have joined together 
to make people aWRr~ of the fashions available in town. Som~ had 
made individual efforts in the PAst through style or trunk 
showings. The jewelry store had never participated in anything 
of this nature. 
Over two hundred people attended the parade and enjoyed 
evp.ry minute of it. Some comm~~nts from the audience included; 111 
did n ' t rea 1 i z ewe had so PI U C h rig h the rea tho In I¢ ! " II I t's g rea t 
to seg all kinds of fashions un all kinds of figures and ages!" 
"I think I'll do ~ore shopping right here at home. I only 
purchased baby clothes here!" 
A few commBnts by business persons who partiCipated 
"I'm so gIRd to join in with you all. We never though we 
be in an Easter Parade." IIBusiness hasn't been so good 
long time!" "It's nice to be included with the downtown 
thank you." 
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Two days After the Easter Parade, one of the business 
persons made an informal survey of participants and found that 
sales of over two thousand six hundred dollars had been made. 
t1 o'r e H ,,; j" '-; ;1 a d e ins u b seq u e n t day s • 
A long term effect has been the weekly attendance of all but 
one of the parade participants at the weekly retail committee 
meetings. previously only two businesses had any kind of a 
regular attend8nce. Interest of other business persons in this 
committee has also picked up becausp of the "new life" being 
gen'~rated . 
Spo.ci'11 prortlotions ann :nore buying <'It home is ;;vi;:lellt 
because the merch::ints ::lr(~ "pullilli:; together ll to make speciell 
s81es promotions. One of the lat0st hns b~cri a succu3sful 
moonlight madness promotion whi~h included badrnc'es, merch~~ts 
minjin~ stor3s in their pajnmas ~nd a cut rat~ dinner! Plus of 
course, increased sales. 
Yes • p e 0 p lea reI", e a 11 y go i n 1 tot 0 w n' , and it all began 
with an Easter Parade! 
Personal and 
A variety of methods were used by Extension Agent Johnson in 
Platte County to reach the young f~mily with informdtion on 
P Cl r e n tin g 1'1 n d b u i 1 din e' f -l :n i 1 y s t r: n g t h s • E f f e c t iv e met hod sus e d 
\ver e : 
Twen,ty-three radiQ ~nd CodaPhone programs were develoPJd on 
parenting and fami~y strengths topics. 
The Cradle Crier oelt/sletter was 
new pQr9nts at the county hospit81. 
e n roll e din the C r a dIe C r i e r pro g r a '11 • 
produced and introducej to 
Fiv~ families are 6urrently 
One hundre~ seventy-five families are receiving 
Family Newsletter. 
the Young 
A display on parenting anj familj strengths was used at the 
county fair to introduce this thrust. Two hundred and two people 
enquired at th~ booth for information and t~enty-five registered 
for tha Young ~3mily New~letter. 
!: 
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A total of 315 active military personnel and adult 
dependents attended n series of four educational meetings. The 
meetings were sponsored by the Extension Service in Sarpy County 
with the cooperation of Offutt Air Force Base. 
The 
learned 
hudB'~t 
monthly 
81 individuals attending the 
the importance of budgets, how 
analysis, and average monthly 
purchases. 
"Family Budget" meating 
to start a fa~ily budget, 
expenditures for major 
Forty-nine percent of the families did not have a family 
budget but 36 psrcent indicated they were pl~nning on developing 
a budget. Seventy-two percent said they could develop a budget 
and 69 indicated they could develop a record keeping syste~ from 
the information presented •. 
One hundred and· seven people at.ti~nded the "Buy a Housel! 
program. The indivi1uals .learned such things as what to consider 
when purchasing a home, determining monthly payments, determining 
funds to expend and alternative housing. 
Seventy-six percent indicated they were anticipating 
purc~asing a home in the near future ~nd lob perc~nt taid the 
information was of value in making their decisions. At present 
50 percent of the participants were in 30vernment housing, 30 
percent in rental property and 20 percent owned their own ho~es. 
T l-) i r t y - t h r e e per c c n t s n i d the i n for 10 a t ion 0 n II T y pes 0 fLo a n s II W.::l S 
new information. 
The 11 Buy n Car" program taught 33 individuals hO.1 to 
1et(~rmine need for a car, how to s7~lect a n'2W or used car, 
determine funds available for a car purchas.:!, facts about car 
loans and miscellaneous cost.s of owning a car. 
A total of 98 percent said the information would be useful 
when purchasing a car. Fifty-three percent 
actual cost of owning a car. Twenty-three 
iriformation on determining "Need" was new 
indicated that information on "Car Loans" was 
were unaw~re of the 
percent said the 
while 35 percent 
new. 
The life insurance program taught individuals the 
differences bctw~en insurance policies, selectin3 insurance bas!d 
upon need, ~nd the meaning of various insurance terms. 
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At the beginning of the ma~ting approxi~ataly 50 pecent of 
th~ individuals did not have a good working knowledge of various 
kinds of life insurance. Eighty-five percent of inJividuals 
indicated they learned about the Federal Life Insurance and the 
various options availRble to the military person. 
Programs will be continued based upon the need of the 
military community. 
Houslng ~ ~ Ch~~ging So~iety (Sarpy County) 
Letters ~nd information were sent to all lunb~r yards in 
Sarpy County with information ~bout setting up an educational 
display at store sites on we~therization, caulking and we~ther­
stripping. As a result a two-day mini demo display was set up at 
Payless Cashway and scheduled for ~illard Lumber. Included was a 
mini demonstration on caulking. VTR's ran continuously on 
caulking, weatherstripping, wood stoves and planning an energy 
efficient home. Publications were distributed. As a result 134 
persons were directly contacted through questions they had. The 
weekend was sch~duled as the store estimates 800 customers per 
day on Saturday and Sunday. The store promoted the program for 
two weeks in advance by clipping fliers to p3ckages and including 
it as a part of thei~ aq. The most frequently asked questions 
related to wood stoves, caulking, garage doors, solar, weather-
stripping ~nd p8tio doors. Eighteen follow-ups resulted with 
questions needing added infor~ation. The manager of the store 
asked if the agent could return again in later October and 
requested other programs. Almost all contacts were new contacts. 
Five hundred people lQarned about zucchini squash in 1932 
through the efforts of t~e Cooperative Extension Service in 
Saunders County. Sharon Skipton, Extension Agent-Ho~e Econo~ics, 
developed and presented a lesson zucchini squash after receiving 
many questions l~st ya~r about the vegetable. 
The lesson ~nswered two,basic questions: how to safely 
store and preserve zucchini for usc at a later time and how to 
stretch one's food bujget by using the plentiful vegetable in a 
number of w3yS. Tha les~on included a lecture, a demonstr3tion, 
and a f r e e han d 0 u t w r itt e n byE x ten s ion Age n t S ~1 a ron S Ie i p ton . 
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Sharon present3d the lesson at Ashland, Yutan, ~ahoo, Cedar 
Bluffs, and Ceresco during the month of July, 1982. It proved to 
be the teachable moment formgny interested peopla, as 210 parti-
cipants attended the five sessions. By word-of-mouth or by 
re8ding about it in the W3hoo paper, an additional 290 peopls 
:"'lsked for and wer".! given th-e pub1..ic3tion on zucchini squ~;lsh. 
As a result of this l~sson, 500 people are now saving money 
by using this bountiful vegetAble and are doing so with the 
safety of th~ir family in mind. 
"Because the homemade mixes are more economical and.a~e also 
quite convenient, I prepAre 3 wider variety of foods using the 
mixes," writes Sherril Wdrrick of Blair, N~braska afte~ attendin~ 
a lesson given by the Extension Agent-Home Economics .. The lesson 
on making convenience mixes in the home, was 3ttended by over 150 
Washington County resident~ at various Lunch In Learn programs, 
club meetins, adult education classes and present~tions at the 
county's meal sites for the elderly. 
In addition to providing information on tha hctual 
procadures involved in making mixes, the program reviewed why 
homemade mixes Rre popular. Two of the main concerns sited were 
red u c i n g pre s e r vat i v e sin the ,11 eta n d cu t tin g the cos t 0 f the 
convenience items. 
In B follow-up survey conducted two months after the 
program, over 50 percent of those responding reported having 
prepared at least one of tha mixes. In addition. several 
homemakers reported having experimented with the mixes 
sufficiently to have already made alterations in the r!oipas. 
When asked to describe any financial savings realized as a 
result of attenrtlng the programs,. homemakers typically responded 
by identifying those products they had m8de and co~pared with 
co~mercial products. One homemaker added, "By using this ~ix 
(condensed milk) I will use more condensGd ~ilk. ThH c~ns 3re 
just too high for practical everyday use." 
Further evidence of the success of the program c~n ba 
measured by tha increase in sales at the local bookstore. Owners 
of the Blair Book & Supply report selling three copies 3 month of 
the "1··1ake a t1ix Cookeryll before the programs were given. Aft.ar 
the me e tin g s , s ~ 1 e s r 0 s e - t 0 - ten boo k sin a two - \" a a l{ per i 0 d . T h·s 
store manager reportsd, "Quite ~ number of people came in. If we 
i1nd had mor~ on hand we probably would have sold mor l::). Do YOll 
have .p~ans to do any more of thesa?lI 
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All Extension work p18nned or perforrn~d ~ith either 4-H 
volunteers or youth of 4-Y age in all subject/project 
areas is grouped in th~ 4-H ~nd Youth Development area 
of i~rnph8sis. 
The Cooperatlva Extension Service provides information 
and educational programs to all people without regard 
to race, color. national origin, sex or handicap. 
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Photo Halk (Butler County) 
----- ---- . 
4-H members were 
picture-taking skills. 
techniqu~s of taking 
instruction, we took a 
given the opportunity t.o sharp~n l;})'eir 
Members had so~e classroom instruction on 
goo d pic t u res • F 0 11 ow i n g the c 1 11 S S roo :1 
walk to practice what we had l~arned. 
This year the emphasis was on people, action shots and 
buildinss. The Betion shots were taken at a boys' bRsaball game. 
The members practjced on buildings in David City. 
Two weeks following the picture taking session, we had d 
critiqu~ session. All of the members brought their picturas to 
be evaluated by a professioncll photographer. He WDS ~mazad by 
the creative abili~y of the ~embars. 
;)ne of '~h:~ 4-H members received;:;) purple ribbon in county 
and district co~p~tition'while the rest received bluas and reds. 
~o~~~ Camp (Cass County) 
The Cass County fgi~grounds was the site for 
District 4-H Horse Camp. Fifty-one 4-H'ers and 
participated for a totRlof 74 p3rticipants. 
this 
23 
Y0,H"S 
adults 
The program included demonstration~ on: 1) va6cinations, 
W 0 r In i n g • '3 n d fir s t Rid , g i v en b y Dr. La r r y Stu eke y '0 f the 
PI rt t t s m 0 u t h Vet e r in;] r y r; 1 i n i c ; 2 ) t r a i n i n g and con d i t ion i n g 6 a 10 e 
horses 'by ~ary Kay Stejskal, Springfield; 3) hoof trimming and 
care by Vern Miles, Plattsmouth; '4) calf and team roping by 
~lonte St8uffer, Papillion; 5) showmanship de~nonstr3t.ion by Patty 
Olsen, Syracuse; 6) individu~l videotaping of horsemclnship --
critiquing each ride by n.s. Warren, UNL Animal Science 
Depart.ment. 
The evening events took place at the Eastern Nebrask~ 4-H 
Center where Dr. Warren gave a demonstr3tion on bits and saddles. 
Videotape of individual rides were also viewed there. 
The following day there was 3 4-H HOTse ShoH at the Cass 
County Fairarounds for anyone who wished to participate. 
The Nature's Pictures Camp is an offshoot of an effort 
started two years earlier to promote sp1cific 4-H projects 
through a camping program locally. This year 34 youth plus 
counselors and 8gents pqrticipated in a camp that emphasized the 
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beauty of nature. Included w!re sessions on ch~rcoal s~~tching 
with a local artist, tie-dying using n~tur31 dyes, t~king 
p ~1 0 tog r3 ph s :'I n d the n pro c 0:= s sin is the f i 1 In and mEl kin g e n 1 a riSe J 
prints. 
A 1 so inc III d ,'~ d 3 sap art oft h e ex per i e n c e· 1,,1 e rJ Cd In pin gin 
tents ~nd preparing their own ~e~ls. 
The extension agent was in charge of the photography. The 
campers le~rned some of the features of a 35 m~ camera so they 
could take a few frs'nes of pictures using differen~ camera 
settings. To wet the campers enthusiasm for photography even 
more, they w~re allowed to process the film and m~ke prints. 
Some very good photographs were taken. Hopefully, more 4-~'ers 
will want to. enroll in the photography project to 
learn how to take good photogrRphs. 
The camp was so enticing that another 18 youth were placed, 
on the waiting list. 
~ very successful 4-H Skillathon was held at the Fremont 
l-lall 6n April 3. Some twenty skill stations '",en~ set up thro'uci-
hout the shopping center mall. Each station featured a skill 
that a 4-lJ club member might le:3rn in his or her club program. 
Youth and adults w~re eligible for a drawing for prizes if they 
successfully completed ten of the 4-H skills. 
S~veral hundred people tried their skill with the end result 
that many parents ~nd children hav~ a batt~r appreciation of what 
4-H members learn. 
4-H promotion is In avaryJay. ~ll-y3ar job. A uniqua oppor-
tunity to reach an audience of 500 youngstJrs in one day 
developed this ~all' in Douglas County. 
As pArt of qiver City Roundup 8nd the A~-Sar-Ben Livestock 
Show and Rodeo, a "Salute to 4-H" day was planned by Ak-Sar-Ban. 
During this event, 500 10Ce11 fourth graders ~"8re' scheduled to 
tour the Ak-Sar-Ben facilities ~nd learn about 4-H. 
Packets wer9 prepared for the youngsters and their t~~ch2rs. 
The county 4-H .staff W3nted to include so~ething w~ich Helps the 
stud~nts see whAt 4,-H does in their own community. 
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Since the children had seen livestock at Ak-S3r-Ben (and 
most '!tIere interested in them), th·= .qnilllals He!"':: used as a lead-in 
on the brochur~, but the main the~e w~s t~qt 4-H is ~uch more 
t h:3 n exhibiting livestock. A v a r i.3 t Y of pro j e c t. S ;1 n cl d C t i v i tie s 
were highlighted, along with sirnrl~ dirdctions for finding out 
more about 4-H. Th~ fact that 4-H c~n be conducted L~rough 
schools, clubs, centers or by individu81s w~s cited. 
Cartoon characters and simple typ~ style made the materiRls 
appealing to youngsters. 
nost of the f·eedback from this project is yet to c.ome, but 
the extension agents, assistants and news coordinator who worked 
on it think the brochure is a very useful tool. It is being used 
in the Inner City to promote 4-H, and is just as appropriat2 in 
the hands of a suburban school teacher or a prospective.rur31 4-H 
family. 
~ic~-Mi~l Electric Tractor pr~jec! (Gage County) 
In November of 1981, this office wns contacted by Ronald 
March, ~ 4-H member in the Barneston, Nebraska ar~a. about 
starting a toy tractor with electric motor club. He was 
interested in how this could work into a 4-~ Jngingering project. 
We informed him that we thought it could be worked into the 
model, Electricity, and Farm Tractor Saf0ty projects. Ronald's 
next question was, "What can wa show at the fair?" We said that 
he could display the tractor as part of the models area and/or in 
the modified electric motor part of the existing fair premium 
listing. 
As a result of this interest and Ronald wanting to start a 
club, we contacted Ri~h3rd Goodding, Extension Specialist 
Engineering, to corne to Gage County and meet with the interested 
youths and form a club. Mr. Goodding agreed to come to Barneston 
and in January the naw club was formed. The club has 10 members 
and has been very activ~. They have promoted a micro-mini 
tr8ctor pull at the county fair and have visited several other 4-
H clubs to give demonstrations to the members. They also g3ve a 
demonstration at the Farm Power and Safety Day at Maad. They 
shared ·the first place on the program with the University of 
Nebraska Micro-Mini Tractor Pull Club. After the program, they 
gave a demonstration at the 4-H booth during the day for thOS0 
interested. It was a popular display at the Farm Power and 
Safety Day Program. 
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As a result of the club demonstrations, five more youth in 
other clubs took the project, built models and took p3rt in the 
pull at the county fair. Approximately 125 people watched the 
mini-tractor pull at the county fair. 
"Body Boutique" was the theme of a youth camp sponsored by 
the Cooperative Extension.Services, in Johnson, Nemaha, Otoe, 
Pawnee,and Richards6n Counties, at Cdryell Park, June 3-4, 1982. 
Its purpose was to assist boys and girls, 9-14 years of age, : in 
becoming more attractive. 
Mini sessions .on topics related to improving personal 
appearance included such subjects as "Hair Strategies," "Be a 
Make-Up Magician," and "Dental Discoveries." 
Sound 
emphasized 
Exercises." 
nutrition and other health practices were also 
at sessions like "Fad Diets" arid "Enthralling 
Realizing that communication skills and stress also affect 
one's attractiveness, sessions on "Handling the Hustle" and 
"Communication Cue~" were offered. 
Completing the camp activities were educational Sessions on 
"Turkey BBQ,» "Egg-citing Ome13ts," "Leathercraft Lingo," and 
Winning Ways with Pork and Pigskin." 
Youth participants expressed a true feeling of 
especially at the camp activity sessioris involving 
experiences. 
learning. 
"h3nds-9 n " 
All agreed they had acquired a number of new hints for 
improving personal appearance -- both "inside and out." 
The camp also acquainted youth with knowledgeable adults in 
their home communities who would be available to provide further 
guidance in personal development if needed. 
The Auburn Chamber of Commerce annually sponsors a Farmers-
Merchant Banquet just prior to the Nemaha County Fair. The 
purpose of this event is to prom~ta good will and understanding 
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in' this agriculturally based community. The meal served at these 
events in past years were typical for large groups of people. 
The food was actually catered from outside the county during two 
of the last five years. 
A written proposal was approved by the Ch~mber of Commerce 
for the 1982 banquet to prepare and serve chickens raised by 
4-H'ers right here in Nemaha County. Accordingly, an agreement 
was signed by each of the 4-H members participating in the 
project. The Chamber purchased 25b baby chickens which were 
divided equally among ten 4-H project participants. The 4-H'nrs 
were expected to' provide food, shelter, and care for the chickens 
during the eight week growing period. The Chamber then bought 
back 175 tully developed broilers ftom the 4-H'ers at market 
value. These broilers were dres~ed by a commercial concession, 
prepared by a professional chef and served at the annual Farmers-
Merchant Banquet held in Auburn on July 26, 1982. 
This joint Chamber of Commerce-4-H venture served seve~al 
purposes. First, it was primarily responsible for the most 
appreciated and successful Farmers-Merchant Banquet during its 
history in this community. The people liked the idea of home 
grown criickens and especially that th~y were raised by 4-H'ers. 
The Chamber of Commerce members were impressed with ·the 
enthusiasm and goodwill generated by the project. 
Second, it gave several youth an opportunity to earn money 
through a profi.table adventure. Third and most· important, it 
provided an educational opportunity for several youth to learn 
about poultry production that probably would never otherwise be 
involved in poultry production. 
Daniel Bigbee, Extension Poultry Specialist held a poultry 
production short course for the 4-H'ers at the beginning of the 
project to acquaint them with the information needed to 
successfully raise the chickens. The results were reflected in 
the fact that there was less than a one percent death loss of the 
250 chickens started in the project. Each one of the ten 4-H'ers 
showed their best pen of three broilers j selected from this 
project at the Nemaha County Fair. Not only were the chickens 
evaluated, but also the record books which each 4-H'er maintained 
on the project. The Nemaha County Newspaper carried a feature 
story and photographs giving a complete account of the story. 
~ and Careers for Yout~ (Platte County) 
Four schools in Platte County participated in the Job Search 
Program for a total of 444 stUdents. The classes were visited 
two or three times by the agent. The first was an introduction 
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to the program 3nd interest survAys were completed. During the 
second visit, AGNET printouts were returned and discussed. The 
students completed a summary sheet and, depending on the teacher, 
a third visit was made. 
This program will be offered every other year through the 
school enrichment 4-H program. 
School Enrichment Program. Seventy-eight Osceola grade 
schoolstudentstookpart in school enrichment programs offered 
and conducted by Extension Agent Siglet. 
1. The six session "Mulligan Stew" was presented to 30 
fifth grade students. Discussion was shared by their 
teacher, Miss Snesrud and Agent Sigler. Students kept 
records of meals they ate for one week. The meals were 
then evaluated against the recommended daily nutritional 
requirements. The Cooperative Extension Service office 
ran a diet check on one day meals for each student. The 
students found they ·were not meeting their daily 
requirements. 
2. Seventeen 5th grade students were presented with the 
information anq seeds to plant and grow scotch, pine and 
honeylocust trees in a "Plant a Tree" project. Once the 
trees were large enough for planting, ea~h student 
planted one tree in the school arboretum. The other 
seedlings were sent home with the students for home use. 
3. "Watching ChiGk Grow" was the highlight for 31 fourth 
grade students in the "Embryology Project." An 
incubator, duck and chicken eggs were provided for the 
students. Watching the ducks and chickens hatch 
pr9vided areas for discussion for the students. All the 
grade school 'classes became involved with the project 
and formed class discussion groups after the babies 
became old enough to leave .the incubator. Although the 
majority of the students were from farms, very few of 
them had seen the eggs hatch and the chickens and ducks 
mature. 
Fun and Frolic Day (Richardson County) 
--.- --- ---- --.--
A special creative arts day-camp was held in Falls City on 
M.3Y 8th. Twenty-six youth of the community participated in "run 
and Frolic for :4-H'ers <;)nd Friends." Several 4-H'ers developed 
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and conducted programs for the event. Vicky Rieschick and Susan 
Yoesel prepared and presented a program on latchhooking called 
"Yarn Magic." Cheryl Goff and Janet Finck provided several 
breaks during the day and taught "Aerobic Dancing." Susan Kruse 
and Cathy Bierman presented a learnshop on "Quick Point." Each 
group also devoted time towards emphasizing 4-H projects in which 
these newly acquired skills were found. The objective of the day 
was to familiarize non 4-H members with projects and skills 
available through the program. 
4-H Ide~ DaX ! Su~~~ (Saunders County) 
Don't be surprised if you see a balloon float into your 
field. garden or yard. Letting loose helium filled ballons was 
just on~ activity done this year at the Saunders County 4-H Iden 
Day held on June 23. 
Keith· Glewen. Extension Agent-Agriculture, helped sixty 
4-H'ers turn loose brightly-colored helium filled balloons. This 
was done as part of Keith's workshop on weathar and the Severe 
Storms Weath~r 4-H project. The project is new this year and 
covers the topics of temperature, barometric pressure, wind, 
unstable VS. stable air, thunderstorms, tornad03s. and winter 
storms. 
Ann Mumm, Wahoo. and Holly Svoboda, Yutan. both 4-H teens, 
presented a workshop on modeling. Both Ann and Holly have 
represented Saunders County at the Nebraska State Fair Style 
Revue in past years. They presented the basics of how to model 
and helped the .4-H'ers practice turns and pivots. Ann and Holly 
also discussed the new Clothing Magic 4-H project and showed a 
variety of garments that could be made as .part of the· project. 
Snacks can be nutritious! That's what 4-H'er Deanna 
Leander, Cedar Bluffs, assisted by 4-H'er Janet Kavan. Wahoo,. 
told 4-H'ers during her workshop. Snacks are a part of the Teens 
Entertain 4-H foods project. 
Kim Tvrdy and Pam Tvrdy, Ceresco, members of the Flour Power 
4-H Club presented the "talking bicycle" to Idea Day 
participants. The talking bicycle routine teaches and encourages 
safe bicycle practices. Bicycle Safety remains a popular 4-H 
prOject in Saunders County with the bicycle rodeo at the county 
fair being one of its highlights. 
To end the day. the 4-H teens demonstrated making pom-pom 
creations. The 4-H'ers and leaders at Idea Day then tri~d their 
hand at creating their own pom-pom masterpieces. 
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4-H Goes to SCh.£.£..l (SeHard County) 
Th~ number of 4-H members in Seward County has nearly 
doubled this year. This is due to school enrichment projects 
being offered to county teachers to use as a part of their 
curriculum. 
Extension Agent Marilee Karlberg and 4-H Aide Lorrie Pearson 
presented lessons in many areas. Some projects that students 
participated in are Dietcheck, Bicycle Safety, Plant Science, and 
Gardening. 
In the Dietcheck project students were asked to keep a diary 
of food eaten for one day. They learned how the information was 
put in AGNET and th~ results given back. A discussion was held 
during the last session on good eating habits. 
Grades K-4 in many of the county schools heard "Scoot" the 
talking bicycle tell them about bicycle safety. They also took 
part in discussion with local policemen about bicycle laws and 
safety. Films and slides were shown to the classes also. 
The Plant Science and Gardening projects were used to teach 
students how plants grow and reproduce. They were given a chance 
to grow their own seeds in class and at home. 
Area schools that participated include Milford, 
Seward, Goehner, ·Garland and Staplehurst. 
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by Tom Leisy, Extension 4-H Youth Specialist 
4-H camping numbers increased at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H 
Center by 15 percent in 1982. Some of the credit is d~a to 
extension staff for a great job of promotion, however, we can't 
overlook the popularity of project or special activity camps as 
another reason. Youth seem more interested in attending a camp 
for a specific reason. The in-depth learning, or a chance to 
explore more fully their "hot button" was apparently appealing to 
yo ut h. 
In 
compared 
increased 
increase. 
1982 five special project or activity camps were offered 
to three for 1981. The average attendance per camp 
from 51.2 in 1981 to 62.6 in 1982 or a 20 percent 
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Perhaps more significant is the fact that with twelve camp 
sessions offered in both years, 1982 showed a 15 percent overall 
increase in participation. Thirty-four percent of the campers 
attended a speciality camp. Evidence of the impact of special 
camps came in the form of a letter from a parent following the 
4-H Computer Camp. The mother said, "Our son not only had a good 
time, but most important, felt the knowledge he gained was inval-
uable." She went on to say that in the small Nebraska schools 
with only one or two computers, youth, especially the younger 
students, have no appreciable time with hands-on experience. 
She indicated that we are "filling a need" and hoped we 
would continue to offer a computer camp next summer. other 
program areas for speciality camps included a "Spinarama" arts 
camp, a camp for children with learning disabilities, a sheep 
camp and a horse camp. 
Camper and counselor ev~luations were· all positive and 
recommendations were for the continued emphasis of speciality 
camps. For .1983 the 4-H camp planning committee for the 4-H 
Center has planned in addition to last years project or activity 
camps, one on fishing and another on fashion and etiquette. 
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Forestry Programs 
--by-Dennis M:-Adams, District and Extension Forester 
Richard Lodes, Lower Platte South NRD Forester 
Dave Mooter, Urban Community Forester - Omaha 
Bruce Webster, Urban Community Forester - Lincoln 
Nebraska's forestry program is unique among states in that 
two forestry functions, Extension (information/education) and 
Service (Nebraska Forest Service) are combined into one program. 
These functions are not mutually independent. Extension and 
service programs offer overlap and compliment each other. The 
objective of the combined forestry effort is to insure the 
gre~test economic and social benefit from trees and forest lands 
in District V. The following is a brief description of major 
forestry program areas and highlighted activities/accomplishments 
for 1982. 
1. Information and Education (I & E) - technology transfer 
methods-to-transmit-Tnformation to the public. Numerous 
news releases, radio ~nd T.V. appearances were made 
concerning various aspects of forestry. Several 
workshops were conducted pertaining to Pruning, Woodland 
Management, and Tree Planting and Care. In addition, a 
monthly forestry newsletter (Growing Green) is published 
to promote ~ood forestry and provide timely information 
concerning trees and forestry. 
A major Nebraska Forest Service project each year is 
conducting the annual Forestry Field Days. The thame 
for the 5th annual event held in 1982 was "Trees - The 
Good Life for Wildlife." Approximately 500 people 
attended the two-day event at Ho~ning State Farm near 
Plattsmouth. From the comments and evaluations 
received, participants found the walking tours both 
educational and enjoyable. 
Demonstration is probably the most effective method of 
persuasion. With this objective in mind a forestry 
demonstration area was designed several years ago at the 
university-owned Rogers Memorial Farm near Lincoln. A 
management plan was developed to guide development. 
Several forestry pr8ctices are being implemented to 
demonstrate recommended forestry techniques. Forestry 
·practices being demonstrated include black walnut 
plantation management and woodland improvement. In 
addition a nut tree arboretum is being established for 
~ducation~l purposes. 
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2. Rural Forestry Assi~tance (RFA) - direct 
forestrY-assIstande~-rural landowners. 
technical 
District V ser~ice foresters ma~e approximately 100 
rural landow~er visits during 1982. 
Assistance/recomm~ndation~ were provided concerning 
planting, management, protection, harvest and 
utilization of the forest resource. Management plans 
were developed for 4.1 cooperato'rs. Management plans 
include the necessary technical information to guide 
cooperators in their forestry program. For example, a 
typical management plan for tree planting would. include 
speci·fications/recommendations for site· suitability, 
site preparation, tree species, s~acing, weed control 
and future maintenance reqUirements. In addition, 
foresters provide "~n~the-ground" assistance planting 
design and tree marki~g for woodland improvements. 
3. Forest Products Utilization (FPU) - technical forestry 
assistance--t:-o-landowriers-and the forest industry in 
harvesting, marketing, processing and utilization of 
wood and wood products. 
FPU assistance can generally be' divided into two areas -
landowners and industry. Nebraska landowners are not 
knowledgeable concerning timber harvesting and marketing 
and can often benefit from assistance provided by the 
service forester. By proper s~lection of trees ~o 
harvest and assistance in marketing timber, the 
landowner will usually benefit economically. 
Approximately 25 landowners received marketing 
assistance in 1982. Timber appraisals were conducted 
for eight individuals. 
Forest industry can often use assistance in raw 
materials procurement, new markets and mill trouble-
shooting. In 1982 Sawmill Improvement Program studies 
were conducted on two sawmills in District V. The 
studies involved an analysis of the efficiency of mill 
operation. Sampl~ logs were scaled before processing 
and boards measured after processing. Results of the 
study were presented to the sawmill managers along with 
recommendations for improv~ment. One mill indicated 
that recommended changes would be made depending on 
capital available. 
An FPU workshop on walnut timber and log grading was 
conducted in September .for the benefit of service 
forest~rs. Six service foresters from Kansas, Missouri 
and' Iowa also attended. A sample of 10 trees were 
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followed through the entire process of lumber conversion 
from the standing tree in the woods to the finished 
product at Missouri Valley Walnut Company sawmill in 
St. Joseph, Missouri. Participating foresters gained 
valuable experience in volume and value determination 
that should be of benefit in service forestry assistance 
to landowners. 
As a special service to forest landowners and industry. 
the District V forestry specialist published four issues 
of the quarterly FPU bulletin "Timber Talk." This 
publication includes information pertinent to the forest 
industry and lists timber sales 3S a marketing service 
to landowners. 
4. lJrb~ Fo.!:.~~~X (UFA) - technical forestry assistance to 
urban communities and individuals to help manage and 
protect the urban tree resource. 
A tree selection key for the city of Omaha is being 
developed as a cooPerative project with the Omaha 
Forestry Division. The key relies heavily on data that 
has been collected in tree surveys and removal studies. 
The end result will be a publication that will be 
designgd so that the homeowner can work through a series 
of easy questions to determine the tree or trees that 
are best suited for the planting site. It is hoped that 
this tool will help shortstop many of the tree planting 
mistakes that are made by property owners. It will be 
of great benefit to those who are serious about making 
the proper decision the first time. 
The city forester in Fremont worked with the Urban 
Forester~ Dave Mooter, to develop an inventory of trees 
for Fremont. Fremont was interested in having a rather 
extensive system that would locate trees individually on 
all public right-of-ways. A system like this would cost 
tens of thousands just to put into s~rvice. After some 
discussion of the matter, it was decided that the 
University AgNetsystem could meet the Fremont needs and 
save the city a good deal of money. Two interns were 
hired by the city and trained to use the AgNet Tree 
program. Within about two summer months the inventory 
was completed. The total value of Fremont public trees 
is in excess of $34,000,000 and this information will be 
of use to the city especially during budget time. 
During the early part of the fiscal year, the Greater 
Omaha Tree Council held their first ever meeting. The 
meeting has been the goal of ~he Urban Forester, D~ve 
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Mooter, for some time. The council was formed to create 
an active awareness of trees in the Omaha area. A 
------program was developed for fourth grade level dealing 
with how a tree grows and why we should be concerned 
about trees. The pack~ge involves a visit to the school 
by a volunteer from the council to present a 40-minute 
tape program. Follow-up programs were also developed 
for fifth and sixth grades to be incorporated over the 
next two years. Twenty people were trained as 
volunteers. The council's program was a greater success 
than was expected. Ultimately 29 schools representing 
more than 1,500 children were reached and at least one 
tree was planted at every location during Arbor Week. 
Teachers and students alike had nothing but good things 
to say and expressed continued interest in the program 
for 1983. 
Chlorosis of pin oaks continues to be a major problem in 
Lincoln. Classified as a noninfectious disease; 
chlorosis is an iron deficiency in plants, especially 
pin oaks, characterized by yellow foilage. This problem 
is most prevalent on high pH soils where iron is not 
soluble. A program to show homeowners how to treat for 
chlorosis was put together and offered to the public by 
Urban Forester, Bruce Webster. Three treatment methods, 
two trunk injections and one soil application were 
demonstrated. The programs were held on weekday 
evenings at various locations throughout Lincoln. A 
total of 130 people attended the workshops. 
The Lancaster County Plant 2 Trees committee 
tree distribution for school children. 
forestry program was integrally involved 
project. 
sponsored a 
The urban 
in this 
The project was offered to all schools in the county and 
to all grades, with the provision that the Parent 
Teacher Organization contribute $10 for each grade 
~articipating. Several schools chose not to partici-
pate, however, Pershing, Saratoga, and Randolph chose to 
give a tree to each youngster in the entire school. The 
total distribution for the project was apprOXimately 
2,700 trees to children in 26 schools. 
The Community Forestry Program for' small communities 
emphasizes planning by an organized tree board. Several 
District V communities are at various stages. . For 
example, Auburn and Tecumseh h3ve developed 
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comprehen~ive plans and are initiating various annu31 
projects. A tree inventory and a~sessment has been 
completed for Waverly. The next step is comprehensive 
and annual work plans. 
5. Tree Distribution - the Nebraska Forest Service annually 
distributes over 3 million tree and shrub seedlings for 
'conservation purposes through the Clarke-McNary Tree 
Distribution program. Forestry specialists assist with 
seed colleciton, tree shipping, promotion and other 
activities in support of the program. 
The Nebraska Forest Service is continually working to 
improve the quality of seedlings sold in the Clarke-
McNary program. Since black walnut is the premier 
timber and nut tree species in Nebraska, distributing 
seedlings grown from nuts collected in Nebraska is of 
prime importance to insure planting stock that is hardy 
and adapted to Nebraska growing contitions. Forestry 
specialists were instrumental in organizing and 
promoting a walnut-buying station to purchase black 
walnuts as a seed source. Cooperators who'bring nuts to 
the buying station are paid $.08 per pound after nuts 
are processed through a hulling ma9hine. This first 
year the goal was to purchase 5,000 pounds of walnuts. 
Actu9llyover5,200 pounds were purchased which will 
provide about 50,000 seedlings for the Clarke-McN~ry 
program in 19S4. 
Long-term, efforts to improve the quality of black walnut 
seedli~g stock are also underway. A black walnut 
superior tree clone bank is in the process of being 
installed at J. Sterling Morton Orchard and Tree Farm in 
Nebraska City. The 3-acre site will be the location for 
68 selections of black walnut selected for superior 
timber characteristics, e.g., straightness, growth 
rate, few defects. After superior trees are selected, 
cuttings are taken in the winter and bench grafted onto 
rootstocks. The grafts are grown in the greenhouse 
until spring and tran~planted int~ the clone bank. The 
clone bank presently contains 64 superior tree 
selections. The long-term goal for the clone bank is to 
identify trees that produce superior offspring. Trees 
identified as superior mother trees can then furnish 
seed for the Clarke-McNary program and also serve as a 
source of stock to establish superior seed orchards tor 
the Clarke-McNary program. 
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Soil Fertility Investigations Related to Corn, Sorghum, Whea~ 
~Soybeans Grown-in-SOutheast Nebraska-
--PrOject NEB:~7-001 by Edwin J-.--penas. Associate Professor of 
Agronomy 
Phosphorus Studies on Winter Wheat 
Fertilizer--stUdies-on-whea~included sites in Lancaster and 
Saunders Counties where methods of applying phosphorus fertilizer 
(10-34-0) on wheat were evaluated at three rates of phosphorus 
(23. 46. and 69 pounds phosphate per acre). Methods compared 
were broadcast and incorporated before planting, knifed in bands 
into the soil in spring, placed with the seed at time of 
planting, and knifed in the fall at 23 pounds per acre phosphate 
with N-Servp.. 
Wheat grain yields were increased by phosphorus at both 
sites but only when the phosphorus was applied in bands in the 
fall or with the seed at planting time. There was no significant 
difference bewteen these two methods. Broadcast phosphorus 
increased grain yield slightly in Saunders County at the highest 
rate of applied phosphorus but was inferior to fall knifed and 
seed applied phosphorus. Broadcast application did not increase 
grain yields in Lancaster County. Spring knifed increased grain 
yield slightly at the highest rate of applied phosphorus at the 
Lancaster County site. Wheat stands were damaged by spring 
knifed treatments in Saunders County. N-Serve did not improve 
phosphorus response at either site. These studies were supported 
in part by a grant from Dow Chemical. 
At sites in Lancaster and Richardson Counties, rates of 
phosphorus with the seed were compared to rates of phosphorus 
broadcast and incorporat~d pri6r to seeding. The site in 
Lancaster County was abandoned because of variability due to 
f8ctors other than treatments. At Richardson County. wheat grain 
yields we~e increased by phosphorus and continued to increase as 
the rate of phosphorus was increased. Even ~hough phosphorus 
increased grain yield, broadcast. application did not result in 
economic returns with wheat valued at $3.00· per bushel and 
phosphorus costing $.25 per pound of phosphate. When phosphorus 
was placed with the seed, 34 pounds phosphorus per acre was the 
most profitable rate in this experiment. This site was infected 
with scab which reduced yields significantly and likely moderated 
responses to phosphorus fertilizer. 
Nitrogen Rates on Corn and Grain Sorghum 
----~ate-s--01 -nitrogen-were-appIT~on corn at sites in Burt, 
Butler, and Saunders Counties. Sites were selected where part of 
the field had been in corn the previous year and part had been in 
soybeans. The objectives of this study were to determine the 
influence of nitrogen on corn yields based on soil tests for 
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nitrogen and assess the effect of soybeans in the nitrogen needs 
of corn. All six experiments were harvested but yield data are 
not available at this time. Visual observations indicate that a 
yield response to applied nitrogen did occur at all sites as 
would be predicted by soil tests. These studies are being 
supported in part by the Nebraska Corn Development, Utilization 
and Marketing Board. 
Similar experiments were conducted with grain sorghum in 
Lancaster and Otoe Counties. Part of each field was in grain 
sorghum the previous year and part was in soybeans. Rates of 
nitrogen were applied in both parts of each field. Yield data 
have been collected from both sites and should be available in 
the near future. These studies are being supported in part ·by 
the Nebraska Soybean Development, Utilization, and Mark~ting 
Bo a rd. 
Chlorosis, or yellowing of soybeans, occurs on some soils, 
p3rticularly the Gibbon series, in the Platte Valley. This 
problem is commonly called "Platte Valley yellows." A variety 
studey was initiated in 1980 and contintied in 1931 and 1982 to 
evaluate var.iety performance under these soil conditions. 
In 1982 40 varieties were studied at North Bend and 39 
varieties at Fremont. Range in seed yield was not as great in 
1982 as in· previous years. Late planting and frequent rains 
seemed to minimize chlorosis. Also each year, the poorest 
varieties are discarded and new ones added which tends to make a 
larger proportion of the varieties in the test tolerant to the 
soil conditions. 
At each site, there were 27 varieties in the top group that 
were not significantly different from each other in terms of seed 
yield. Also, 22 varieties were common in both groups of 27 
varieties. In 193' there were five varieties that were common in 
the top group at two different sites. Of these five varieties, 
four varieties (Stine 2050, Fontanelle 4545, Schettler TC204A, 
and Midwest Oilseeds 397) were again in the top group at both 
sites in 1982. 
There are differences in varieties in terms of their 
tolerance of.these soil conditions. Growers can select varieties 
particularly for these conditions. More years of research are 
needed to a~curately identify those varieties which parform well 
each year under these soil conditions. 
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Horticulture Research ~~!~ Improved ~ethod i£! Growing Tr~~~ 
~ William A. Gustafson, Jr., Extension/Research Horticulturist 
Horticulture research at the Southeast Extension & Research 
Center, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, has improved a 
technique· for growing trees in containers. The problem with 
growing trees in conventional containers (pots) is that they 
develop winding, rope-like, circular root systems. When 
transplanted these trees may fail to anchor themselves in the 
soil and may blow over in storms because the root continues to 
grow in the circular manner. These twisted roots may also 
continue to grow in a circle, enlarge and tighten around the 
stem or root of the container-grown transplanted tree, girdling 
the tree. 
The combined use of open-ended containers and ordinary 
is helping UNL's horticulturists grow better trees 
transplanting. Even difficult to grow trees -- such as 
pecan, walnuts and maple -- have high survival rates. 
trees transplant better and live because they develop very 
fibrous root systems. 
air 
for 
oaks, 
These 
fine 
Seedling trees are grown in the greenhouse in plastic tubes 
or paper milk cartons with open ends. The tubes are filled with 
a mixture of peat~ perlite and vermiculite, 1:1:1 (v:v). The 
open-ended containers are placed on a wire screen tabletop 
(reinforced hardware cloth top with 1/4-inch screen holes). The 
growing media does not fall through the screen, but air enters 
the open bottom of the tubes. 
This production technique is especially adapted to those 
trees that have very dominate central leader tap root systems. 
For example, a pecan tree grown in a nursery field may develop a 
six foot tap root with only a few fibrous roots along the length 
of the tap root. In the process of digging the tree up, at most, 
only 30 inches of the tap·root are removed from the ground. Most 
of these fibrous roots are lost in the digging and transplanting 
operation. 
In the new method of growing, the tap root grows out the 
bottom of the bottomless tube, through the hardware cloth, and is 
terminated by the dryin~ effect of air and light. This "air 
pruning" encourages lateral root development and temporarily 
terminates tap root growth. This system also allows proper 
drainage and aeration of the growing medium. 
Contrary to popular belief, the tap root is not necessary 
for success in transplanting unless the tree was dug from a 
nursery field. Fibrous feeder roots are more important because 
they nourish the plant. Therefore, if the tree is grown with an 
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air pruned tap root before it is transplanted, the enhanced 
fibrous roots provide .the uptake of water and nutrients from the 
soil that assures success in transplanting. After transplanting 
the seedling tree from the container to the planting site, the 
temporarily terminated tap root resumes growth to resume its role 
(tap root) as a storage organ and support root system. 
Overall, the improved method reduces nursery time and 
produces a better, healthier, more uniform tree. Many trees per 
squar~ foot can be grown in tubes in the greenhouse. Budding and 
grafting are more successful, and growth is faster in the 
contro~led, indoor environment. 
The method eliminates costly labor and manpower to dig the 
trees up. Lightweight artificial planting media and cartons 
reduce shipping costs. Transplanting survival rates are higher 
and growth is more uniform than field grown trees. 
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